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Summary:
Report of a project to teach principles of democracy in a "down-to-earth" way, through
discussions with rural and urban people in Ethiopia. The "Ecumenical Training Initiative for
Democracy" developed before the elections of 1995 out of an attempt of European church aid
organisations to contribute to confidence building through voter training and election
monitoring. Responding to felt needs, it developed a unique teaching material, and started to
train trainers in different rural areas, who continue to go to the vilages and urban
neighbourhoods, to engage people in discussions about the ways how they make decisions in
their everyday life and who is participating, and how they safeguard the rigths of social
mInorities and of the underprivileged among themselves.

Sammendrag:
Arbeidsnotatet presenterer en rapport fra et prosjekt som underviser i demokratiets elementære
spileregler gjennom diskusjoner med folk i bygd og by i Etiopia. Forut for valgene i 1995
oppsto et "økumenisk utdannings- initiativ for demokrati" . Flere europeiske kirkelige
nødhjelpsorganisasjoner ønsket å bidra til å bygge tillt gjennom valgobservasjon og

velgerutdanning. Som svar på lokale behov ble et nytt undervisningsopplegg utviklet, og et
treningsprogram begynte å utdanne lokale veiledere. Disse fortsetter nå å gå ut til landsbyer
og nabolag i byene, for å diskutere med folk hvordan de kommer fram til avgjørelser, hvem
som har mulighet til å delta, og hvordan rettighetene til sosiale minoriteter og de
underprivilgerte er sikret i lokalsamfunnet.
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En e weyay
(Let' s discuss)
This tide was the motto of the first teaching material we developed in J anuary

1995 in Addis Ababa, when starting a programme for voter training and election
observation. This motto has followed us almost like a name for the programme
since of a programme which has gone through considerable change since then.

Today we are in the proeess of trying to establish it as an Ethiopian non-profit
organisation concerned with teaching democratie values and procedures throughout
the country, through public discussions based on the same teaching materiaL. This

programme has attracted considerable attention, not only in Ethiopia, and received
an overwhelmingly positive response in the rural (and urban) communities

wherever our trainers come with their message.

The following programme report is self explanatory, giving the history of the
programme and explaining the problems encountered on the way. It also has three
different evaluation documents attached. We direct the reader's attention especially
to the reproduction of the teaching materials attached - the first teaching unit,
"Eneweyay", and aseeond one explaining the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights of the UN, through a set of questions to eaeh artic1e.

After one and a half years of experimentation, the programme is these days

seeking funds to be extended for a longer period. We hope it wil sueeeed in
attraeting the neeessary funds to eontinue for a few years, until Ethiopian

institutions are ready to take over the professional and financial responsibility.

Bergen, September 2, 1996

Siegfried Pausewang
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Report from a training programme for
democracy in rural Ethiopia

July 1995/updated August 1996

Siegfried Pausewang

In J anuary 1995 a group of European church aid organisations in Denmark,
Germany, Norway and Sweden started working on a voter training programme in
Ethiopia. The initiative came from Ethiopian partners, through a coordinating
gro up of church aid ageneies working in the Horn of Africa. It was intended as
a contribution to maintain peace and to create a "space of confidence" between
ethnic and religious groups. It was to encourage a democratie culture, empowering
voters and offering fair chances for all parties. This should allow the different
ethnically based political movements a participation in the May parliamentary
elections under reasonably equal and secure conditions. Voter training and election
observation were seen as means to assure these groups that such conditions would
be surveiled.

The programme was until March 1996 directed by Dr. Yakob Haile-Mariam, until
Dec. 1994 director of the Ad Hoc Peace Commttee in Addis Ababa. Since July
1995, Ato Sahlemariam Yirga is its administrative director. From Europe, it is
coordinated, on behalf of the Church NGO's, by the Chr. Michelsen Institute in
Bergen, Norway; with Siegfried Pausewang responsible for the overall running of
the programe.

This report on the activities was written in July 1995, after the election had been
hel d without participation of major opposition parties. On the basis of this report
it was decided to continue the teaching programme after the election, and try to
develop it into an Ethiopian democracy training organisation. In August 1996, after
a year of experimenting, the report was updated and amended.

Background
All major opposition groups in Ethiopia boycotted the 1994 elections, as they had
done in 1992. When the EPRDF, the Tigre-dominated coalition of anti-Mengistu
forces, to ok over power in 1991, they promised a new policy of democratie

development, and offered the different ethnic resistance movements against the
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Mengistu regime, both within and outside their coalition, a federation of new,
ethnically defined regions with local autonomy and self-determination of
"nationalities" within their territory. But the opposition groups soon c1aimed that
this promise was only valid on paper, while EPRDF was actively undermining any
political movement that did not subordinate itself to EPRDF leadership. The
election observation in i 992, and even more in i 994, confirmed that opposition
groups never got a fair chanee to register their candidates, or even organise party
activities on local level all over the country: local authorities, put in place by
EPRDF and supported by their military, put up all kinds of obstac1es, arested
candidates under constructed pretexts, c10sed offices, or threatened voters. While
the opposition saw a c1ear pattern of coordinated obstruction, the Government
argued that it could not easily protect unpopular opposition parties against local
popular anger.

The church NGO initiative
Some European Church aid ageneies were approached in i 994 to organise a voter
training and election observation effort following the model of the one organised
by the Kenya Council of Churches before the Kenyan elections in i 992.
Norwegian, Danish, Swedish and German Church aid agencies joined in such an
effort. Knowing myeleetion observation report of i 994, they approached me to
coordinate their joint effort in Ethiopia. The idea was to bring the opposition back
into the election proeess by offering them a base for confidence and security: it
was expected that the promise of a neutral and informed observation could allow
an agreement between government and opposition on election participation, based
on the expectation that any breach of the agreement from either side would not go
unobserved and could not be covered up. Following the Kenyan example, it was
planned to organise an election observation and voter training programme.

For two reasons, the programme did not materialise as envisaged. First, the
negotiations between government and opposition failed. Negotiations were held in
Washington in the beginning of February, but in the meantime the opposition had
experienced new obstruction and arbitrary arrests on locallevel, and did not trust
any arrangement. While the Government in offcial statements invited any party
to participate on a free and equal base, the opposition never seriously considered
to compete, but insisted that participation would be tantamount to legitimising an
election that was manipulated from the outset.

Nor did the election observation take place. We had intended to bring a few
foreign observers into the country already during the period of candidate

registration, some two months before the elections, because it was at this stage
problems for the opposition arose in the 1992 elections. While the election
commission assured us we could bring any observer into the country at any time,
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when it came to the test we were informed that only observers nominated by the
invited embassies would be accredited.

The programme thus ended up being an educational effort dealing with election
procedures and democratie principles.

SocIal and political background
The election report of 1994 described a society torn by conflcts, with very little
wilingness to understand each other. One part of the opposition accused the

government of a hidden agenda, trying to exploit and ultimately to dismantle the
rest of Ethiopia to the advantage of the Tigre region. These groups conceived the
ethnic policies of the government as a scheme to incite conflct. The Tigreans, a
small minority in the population, could only hope to govern Ethiopia as long as
hostility continued to split the country. As long as such conflict allowed Tigray
to withdraw the resources from all other regions, these groups c1aimed, they would
use all possible tricks to remain in power. Should they face too strong resistance,
they were prepared to withdraw to Tigray and let the rest of the country succumb
in civil war.

Another line of oppositional prejudices interpreted EPRDF motivations as
consumed by the desire to take revenge against the Amhara. Therefore persons of
Amhara origin were thrown out of offcial positions and offices, and even c1erical
and other jobs. The most extreme proponents of this argument maintained that
EPRDF was bent to destroy the Amhara, and with them Ethiopian unit y , and to
withdraw to Tigray when that job was done.

Another part of the opposition conceived of the present situation as a continuation
of colonialism of northern, "abyssinian" groups over the Southern peoples.

Whether the Amhara or the Tigre dominated them was immaterial, they insisted,
as long as they remained colonised, materially exploited and culturally suppressed.
Therefore, only a consequently continued anti-colonial struggle could liberate the
Southern groups, paricularly the Oromo.

The government, on the other hand, c1aimed to have instituted a democratie state,
against the obstruetion of an opposition which had no support in the population,
but was only interested in establishing a new dictatorial rule. It c1aimed to offer
the opposition free participation in democratie elections, but the opposition paries
used all possible excuses to justify their boycott, knowing that they could never
win any election for lack of genuine popular support. Thus the government

c1aimed that the opposition used c1andestine or open violence to create instability,
fear and dis trust against the government.
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There was virtually no communication between the different groups: as others
were suspected of a "hidden agenda" and of manipulating public opinion, there
was little room for argument and discussion. Distrust and uncompromising

confrontation dominated.

The training programme
In this situation, I was asked to coordinate a political education programme which
introduced people to a democratie structure with an open dialogue, refraining from
violent forms of political conflct. Dr. Yakob Haile Mariam, until december 1994
director of the Ad Hoc Peace Committee, was engaged as the executive director
of the programme in Addis Ababa.

We oriented our first approach at the model developed by the Kenyan Council of
Churches which organised an election observation and voter training programme
in advanee of the 1992 elections in Kenya. But we soon realised that Ethiopian
conditions demanded different accents and approaches. In addition, Kenya had two
years to prepare voters, while we started in Addis Ababa only in January 1995,
four months before the scheduled election.

Already in the planning stage of voter training, we realised that election
organisation and the conduct of voting and of observation were not a sufficient
content for our courses. Fourteen years of military dictatorship controllng every
part of life in every corner of the country had left people disilusioned, sceptical
and frightened, and not easily wiling to get involved in anything political. We had
to concentrate on explaining what democracy means for each individual, and how
it can help to solve differences and problems on local and wider level. We used
as a model a flp-chart which the NGO ABuGiDa (Congress for democracy) was
using in their courses, under the tide "Democracy mindenow?" (What is democra-
cy?). However, we felt several changes necessary, compared to ABuGiDa's
courses. In content, ABuGiDa's approach appeared to us to use too abstract a
concept of democracy. We felt it was necessary to start where the people are, to
eng age their experience and to activate their rich traditions of democratic
structures in local decision making. In approach, we decided to build on
discussion: To force trainers not to leeture but to discuss, we put all our messages
in the form of questions. In structure, we preferred to build our teaching on
community involvement, which we hoped the churches would help us to organise.
In the selection of trainers, we hoped to train persons delegated by the
communities, who would after training return to teach in the responsibility of their
home community.

A new teaching material was developed under the tide "ENEWEYAY" (Lets
discuss). In intensive discussions, mainly between Yakob Haile Mariam and
Siegfried Pausewang, and at a later stage inc1uding Kebede Dejela from AGuGiDa,
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as well as newly recruited staff members, four sections were designed. A team of
arts students was engaged to draw simple pictures to the different topics. It began
with questions like: How are decisions made in your family? Who participates,
who does not? Why not?? - Which organisations exist in your community? How
do they make decisions? How are conflcts resolved? Who participates, who does
not? Which rules are accepted, which limitations imposed? Who is responsible for
decisions made?

The second part generalises the emerging understanding of decision making
proeesses: How can decisions be organised democratically in larger units? How
can popular participation work in a state? How can government power rest on the
wil of the people? How can a majority decide, yet a minority be protected against
arbitrariness? How can democracy secure individual rights? How can it guarantee
equality of religions, races, gender, social groups?

The third part elaborates individual rights and responsibilties: How can you
exercise your democratie rights responsibly? Where do you get the necessary
information? How can democracy guarantee the equality of chances and the rights
of opposition? What can you do to defend your rights? Do you have a
responsibilty to defend the rights of others?

The fourth (and tentatively last) par deals with elections: what must be guaranteed
to make elections fair? How to secure the independent voting right for women?
How to guarantee the equality of all votes? How is an election proeess working?
Which rules must be observed to make it a free, equal, secret and fair election ?

The teaching material was produced in two versions: a small booklet (in English;
Oromifa translation is being printed; an Amharic version in preparation) and a
flp-chart in A i format (ca. 85 x 60 cm) (so far in Arnarigna and English). The
flp-chart is reproduced as blueprint - the only affordable technique for copies of

this size in smaller numbers locally available.

At the end of 1995, we collected systematically the experience of the teaching
staff with the teaching materiaL. In group discussions we took it up picture by
picture and question by question, asking: do the pictures fit to the text? Do people
understand them? Which questions do they raise? Are they productive in
stimulating discussions? Do the questions adequately cover the topics, do they
provoke the discussions we want to lead? Could they be improved to better convey
the message of democratic attitudes and behaviour? After that experience, the
booklets and flp charts were revised, some new pictures drawn and several
questions added or changed.
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The religious communities
Already in December i 994, Dr. Yakob and myself to ok a first round of contacts
to the religious leaders in Addis Ababa, together with representatives of the
European church aid ageneies. The intention was to eng age the four major

religious groups in Ethiopia - the Orthodox Church, the Moslem Community, the
Catholic Church and the Evangelical Church Mekane Yesus - in an ecumenical
effort. A "Board of Directors" was to be formed, on which they would serve
together with representatives of the Election Commission and independent civic
and human rights groups in Ethiopia. In particular, we hoped to get access to local
communities through the religious organisations, using their local networks and
contacts to the "grassroots". The emerging cooperation, it was envisaged, should
be responsible for building up an election observer group, which could later be
strengthened by European observers, and for a voter training programme,

comparable to Kenya' s experience.

Unfortunately, we met some hesitation, if not resistance in some religious
communities. The Ethiopian law gives the Churches freedom from state
interferenee in religious issues, on the condition that they refrain from involvement
in polities. This c1ause invites ambiguity: Is involvement in democratie education
a civic responsibility of churches - or an ilegal political activity? Uncertainty,

probably, was the major reason for hesitation in the Catholic Church and with the
Patriarch of the Ethiopian Orthodox Church, and to some extent also in Mekane
Yesus. In any case, the proposed "board of directors" never came together.

After the elections, more positive contacts were reached particularly with the
Patriarch' s Office. Dr. Yakob and myself had in February 1996 ameeting with the
Cardinal for development. We were assured that the Cardinal supported our
teaching initiative, and that in due time the Patriarch would delegate a person to
represent him on our Board.

The election observation abandoned
In the first days of Januar, the director of ABuGiDa, Dr. Abraham, brought
together the civic NGOs, and built a "consortium" for the preparation of election
observation with Ethiopian observers. His "Election-95-Group" applied for and
eventually received funds from the different embassies in Ethiopia for its election
observation. ABuGiDa had relevant experience from the i 994 elections on which
it had published a critical report.

In the beginning of March, when the candidate registration for the elections
started, we intended to bring observers from Europe, to follow events and to
document, if possible, whether opposition allegations of discrimination and
obstac1es against opposition candidates were justified or not. All the larger

opposition paries had already announced they would boycott the elections,
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c1aiming they were prevented from building up party structures and filing
candidates in rural areas. The Government invited all political groups to participate
and offered fair and equal conditions, provided that these organisations refrained
from violence as a to ol in political struggle. Opposition groups referred to the
experience of i 992 and 94, and c1aimed fair conditions were not available for
them, and the government did little to convince them that its promises were more
trustworthy this time.

We had several times received assuranee from the Election Commission that our
observers were welcome any time. This was repeated on Feb. 27, when we
presented a list of six observers to come. But the first one to apply for a visa in
Stockholm was refused: the Ethiopian Embassy informed him they needed a letter
from the Election Commission be fore bein g allowed to issue a visa for election
observers. The Election Commission, contacted in Addis, referred to the Foreign
Ministry , which demanded a letter from the Swedish Embassy. In ameeting
between several embassies and the Election Commssion the issue was c1arified.
We were informed that the neweleetion law accepted only foreign observers
invited through the embassies who had received an invitation to observe. Upon a
direct question from the Swedish Embassy it was confirmed that the Ethiopian
Government did not welcome foreign observers working for NGOs.

Observation had become less relevant for us as a tool for supporting confidence
and peace, after the opposition's decision not to run. We expected no serious
disturbanee or rigging during voting day, since EPRDF faced no serious
competition in the elections. So we decided to concentrate on the training
programme and confidence building for voters, leaving observation to the
Ethiopian observers in the Election 95 group organised by the efforts of ABuGiDa.

The permission for teaching
To be allowed to eng age in voter training, we had to work under the guidanee of
the Election Commission. The Commssion welcomed our initiative, and reacted
very positively to our teaching materiaL. We were encouraged to start teaching, as
the election commssion felt they should be doing such courses by themselves, but
had too small resources to do so. We were advised to work under the
responsibility of a registered civic non-governmental organisation. For our

purposes, ABuGiDa was the most c10sely related NGO to work with. But
ABuGiDa had not received its official registration with the Ministry of Interior at
the time we started working. Our first training course in Addis Ababa started in
Februar without formal permission, which was not strictly required. But once the
trainers wanted to start teaching in their kebele, they were asked for permissions,
and only few kebele leaders allowed them to teach without a document from a
registered NGO. Thus it was difficult to find halls or school c1asses for teaching
and to assemble people. Only a limited number of c1asses were taught.
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Before we went to Butajira in March 1995, the Election Commission advised us
to contact the Society for the Advaneement of Human Rights Education (SAHRE)
at the Ministry of Education, a registered organisation which would be interested
in sponsoring our work. We invited their leaders to one of our c1asses in a kebele
in Addis Ababa, and they participated enthusiastically in the discussions. We came
to an agreement with SAHRE. However, its leaders appeared suspicious and
unprofessional in their approach. When they understood that they could not expect
financial subsidies from us, they oscilated between enthusiasm and tight control.
They gave us permission to teach our course in Butajira, limited to one place and
one week only, and later complained, accusing us of having cheated them, because
we had returned to Butajira for supervision of our trainers after the week's
permission was over.

In the meantime, however, ABuGiDa had received their formal recogmtion.
Temporary distrust, when ABuGiDa suspected us of competing for funds, and
therefore refused to know of us, were resolved and we got ABuGiDa's unlimited
permission to teach democracy c1asses under their overall responsibility and based
on their registration. From middle of April 1995, therefore, we continued our work
with ABuGiDa's permission. In May 1995 we terminated our cooperation with
SAHRE, at the request of their president.

The training courses and the teaching
On 24 February 1995 we started the first training course for trainers in Addis
Ababa, teaching some 50 young people, with 12th grade secondary school or
higher education. They were recruited through individual contacts, from church
congregations, and through word of mouth propaganda, as we had not succeeded
in using church networks. Only the Moslem Supreme Council promised to send
ten to fifteen participants. But three days before we started, the violent c1ashes in
the Anwar Mosque disturbed the Moslem community deeply and made their
participation impossible.

In March, after ended training, the trainers contacted their kebele or community
leaders. In many places they were invited to teach and allowed to use community
halls or school c1asses. Their teaching was generally received with positive

reactions both from authorities and from the public at large. But teaching was
sporadie and limited because in many places trainers were asked for "permission" .
A small staff of teachers was built up in the course of the experience, while we
started to train trainers also in rural communities. The attempt at recruiting them
through responsible local non-governmental organisations and religious
communities had only limited success. We were able to spread the information in
this way, but were met with the task to select trainees from a huge number of
schoolleavers who had heard of the programme and come in the hope to find a
job. The ide a that this teaching was not an employment to be done for money, but
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a service to the community, was received but not necessarily accepted. Though we
paid a rather low sum per elass taught, for a school leaver any income is better
than unemployment. So neither the low salary nor the moral and social demands
would discourage anyone from trying to be accepted as trainer.

After about a week's training, the trainers were given practical experience through
rehearsals and exercises under supervision of an experienced teaeher, before they
were equipped with a teaching kit and sent to teach in the kebele, in the vilages
and neighbourhoods. They had themselves to organise their teaching, get the
necessary permissions, decide a place for teaching, and motivate people to attend
their performanees. While in the beginning we accepted all those taught, we later
started to screen the applicants according to performance, and only sent out those
who were considered well qualified for a responsible job.

Training courses for trainers were held in Butajira (March 31 to April 7), Debre
Birhan (April 15 to 19), Wolkite (April 25 - May 2) and Gambela (May 3 to 9).
After the elections, a combination of refresher and new training courses were held
in ButajiraJSilte, Ndeber and Guchirre, and in Addis Ababa. By July 1995, about
300 young people had been trained, and a majority of them had been equipped
with a training kit and sent to theIr respective communities to teach. About 25 000
to 30 000 people had been atten ding the courses lasting about two hours, and
consisting mainly of discussions related to democracy, inspired by the pictures and
questions displayed in the teaching kit.

By August 1996, figures have increased considerably. We have trained about 600
trainers, and sent about 400 of them to teach. Many of the earlier trainees have
later quit the teaching. But there are still some of the most motivated of the first
recruits who continue teaching with good results. Our records show that by early
August 1996, about 170 000 persons have been attending our elasses. In many
places we were asked to return and continue and expand teaching. The discussions
in our "Eneweyay" elasses were livelyand people brought up interesting
arguments and astonishing thoughts. There were also controversial discussions,
which demanded skill and tact from the trainers condueting elasses. All in all, the
teaching met enthusiastic response in the public.

Some selected examples of issues and questions raised
The sessions took in average one and a half to two hours. Lively discussions

developed, and a wealth of interesting, and sometimes strikingly elever, sometimes
also amusing questions were asked. It was not always easy for a trainer to deal
with all the issues raised.Most problematic was the situation when questions

obviously sought to press the trainer to take a political position either against or
for the government.
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Some examples of questions raised are just listed below:

* Can I decide on the religion of my wife?
* Do we have to be tolerant also towards satanism - or to a politically discredited

group, for example if Mengistu were to come back...?
* Could a majority decide to expel a minority? If the majority decides, it must

also be able to decide on getting rid of a minority...?
* Am I allowed to insult another person? Is that part of my freedom of

expression? Or is my freedom of speech limited?
* is commtting suicide a democratie right?
* Is it a democratie right to urinate everywhere in town?
* Do you really mean we should discuss also with our children? We should not

punish them? - Do you want them to become destitutes??
* Can my wife turn penticostalist if I don't agree? Can I divorce her if she

insists?
* If women are free to go and discuss - who is going to do the cooking? Should

I have to go hungry?
* Do you think what you tell us fits with reality? Do you think the authorities

wil accept if we discuss and come with our demands and decisions?
* Democracy is disgusting. We have seen it in practice...
* On the picture with all the animals in the forest we see also a snake. There are

also snakes in human society. Should also the snake be accepted?

The last three questions or statements were probably the most difficult to discuss.
Upon the question about the snake, asked ina small vil age in Gurage area, an
engaged discussion started. peasants argued for and against the snake, which bites
people. Should it nevertheless be given a right to co- exist and participate? One
woman coneluded it by saying: Even the snake only bites if frightened or
provoked. If we treat him with love and understanding, the snake wil not bite...

Problems in the training
In our training of trainers we put some emphasis on neutrality: we insisted that
elasses had to take astrong position for democracy, for solving problems by

peaceful discussion, and for human rights; but had to be strictly neutral between
political factions, parties or groups and their positions, as well as towards
government policies.

We were often confronted with questions like: "What you teach is theory. Do you
think it describes our reality?" - "Do you think we really can express our views,
take influence over government or administrative decisions? Do you think we have
freedom of expression?" Obviously the conflct between democratie ideals and
political practice was felt to be irreconcilable, and the participants were trying to
force the trainers to take a elear position.
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Such discussions were difficult to handle for young trainers. We encouraged them
to explain thatdemocracy is not a ready made standard, but a proeess which has
to be actively developed, an understanding which may grow slowly. Important is
not to judge whether democracy exists, but to work for improving it. Democracy
is never finished. Even the oldest democratie states can not elaim to have realised
it in full, but have to work constantly to maintain and improve it.

Another reservation remained: many people feel that the word "democracy" is
discredited by the way it was used in the past to justify any kind of unpopular
measures, ineluding enforced resettlements, compulsory contributions for the war,
and especially the forced recruitment of soldiers from the peasant youth. Many
people therefore remain sceptical, and trainers had a difficult tas k of overcoming
their suspicious reservations.

All the more it was a shock for us to realise, after three weeks of teaching in
Butajira and surroundings and positive response from the population, that a
suspicion was spreading in town, indicating that a majority of our trainers were
members of the locally ruling Gurage People's Democratie Front. A quick
investigation confirmed that about three out of four trainers were in fact members.
Not out of enthusiasm, we were explained, but because jobless schoolleavers felt
they had no chanee to get any employment unless they joined "the party". It

. happened just ten days before the elections, and we were afraid such a reputation
would east our neutrality in doubt. So we immediately stopped all teaching in
Butajira, until a new training course could be held after the elections. We were
advised we could and should continue teaching in spite of such rumours, but
insisted that we could loose credibilty. Public opinion is central in democracy.
And a partisan reputation would spoil our chances to reach all parts of the popula-
tion.

Other problems encountered in the teaching were time constraints which prevented
many people from attending a elass from beginning to end, or which made it
difficult to find a time suitable for all people interested; constraints for the

participation of women; and problems people have in understanding concepts
which may appear complicated and abstract to them. These are dealt with in more
detail in the pedagogical evaluation report.

A pedagogical evaluation
We felt the need to have an independent assessment of whether the teaching was
pedagogically sound, and able to reach the ordinary people, often iliterate people
without school education. Therefore we decided early in March 1995 to have a
small evaluation done by qualified consultants, to tell us what needed to be
improved, in order to better reach the local communities with amessage which
could be meaningfully applied by the people.
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W/o (Mrs.) Zenash Goshu, a social worker with considerable experience both in
administration and practical work in non-governmental organisations (Oxfam,
Bethel Handicraft project, etc) and Mrs. Aase A. Pausewang, a Norwegian teaeher
experienced in special pedagogics, teaching adult students (from academically

trained to iliterate immigrants) in a multieultural context, and studying conflcting
cultural role expectations in Africa (Ethiopia and Zambia), took a short but
intensive look at the teaching programme. For three weeks between April 10 and
May 4, they attended a course for trainers, visited several teaching elasses, and
had extensive discussions with different resource persons as well as people who
had attended "Eneweyay" elasses in Debre Birhan, Addis Ababa and Butajira and
surroundings.

The evaluation was expected to answer two major questions: Firstly, whether the
teaching reached the communities, or what we could do to get better access to
community structures and to integrate the courses so as to reach people within
their familiar social context. Secondly, we wanted to know what could be done to
make the message understood, adopted and mentally accepted by people from
different social strata.

The reports from the two evaluators are available and need not be repeated here.
One is mostly dealing with the pedagogical, the other with the social context.
Together, they gave a set of important suggestions and recommendations for

developing the programme. In particular, they stressed the need for further
community integration and concern for adapting to the social needs of people in
each locality; and they gave us valuable suggestions for improving the quality of
teaching by intensifying the training. Beyond that, they advised us to expand the
programme both in time and in content. They reminded us not to expect results
in short term but to rely on a lon g term proeess of conscientisation, of awakening
self consciousness, and of growing patterns of democratie discussion. And they
judged one two-hours teaching session to be too short to have areasonable impact,
and suggested to repeat the teaching and widen its content, to famliarise people
with the concepts, to let them experience democratie discussion and adopt

participation into their cultural life, and to gain democratie self-confidence.

Widening the time frame
Originally the programme was planned to last for half a year - until the elections.
However, with the delays encountered in the beginning, and with the changed
emphasis from election observation to democracy teaching, this time frame proved
by far too short. After all, the Kenyan Council of Churches had two years to
organise a voter education programme; we could only get the first group of
trainers trained ten weeks before the elections. Besides, our emphasis turned away
from the elections because it proved more important to develop confidence in a
democratie discussion, among a rural population used to bein g ordered and
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coerced but not to having any influence whatsoever. It needs time to convince a
population which expects from the authorities nothing but arbitrary interferenee
and orders from above. They wil not easily accept that participation can be a
means to take political co-responsibility and to get influence on administrative
decisions. Even worse, if local conditions are such that people experience in
everyday practice local officials who consider attempts at democratie participation
as uncontrollable and destructive interference with their authority.

As the evaluation team emphasized, such a programme can not expect short term
measurable effects. More important than statistically measurable results is the long
term effect of contributing to a change of attitudes, which possibly may bear fruit
after a generation only.

A continuation of the programme after the initial period, which was to go far
beyond the original emphasis on the May 1995 elections, was therefore taken up
early. The evaluation team almost viewed the experience up to the election as a
pilot project phase, and their task to advise on how to adjust the programme
be fore starting the project proper. And also the initiators agreed that it would be
a waste of effort to elose down the programme after a good start. Therefore the
donor organisations agreed to reschedule the project and to utilise the funds saved
from those parts of the programme which were not implemented (such as sending
foreign election observers to Ethiopia) to continued teaching.

A year of experimentation
With only marginal additional fund allocations, the programme could continue
teaching in Ethiopia for one year. By August 1996, however, funds are exhausted.
A definite decision has to be taken on the basis of the experience of the last year,
whether to continue the programme. If so, new funds have to be committed for a
more permanent establishment.

The last year has been a period of learning by "trial and error". Some adjustments
in the programe proved to be necessary, and especially we felt the need for
expanding the pedagogical content as well as the geographical extent of the
teaching. An administrative leader was employed and a permanent accounting
system established. The programme had to establish an own office in Addis
Ababa. For one year we rented a house at the Entoto road, since summer 1996 we
moved to a new and more permanent office near Mexico Square.

The programme also faced some change in the staff. One of the senior teachers
left us in autumn 1995. In March 1996, Dr. Yakob left for Rwanda where he is
now engaged as a prosecutor in the UN genocide tribunaL. The administrative
leader, Sahlemariam Yirga, took over his functions. And End of September, our
first teaeher Makonnen Gebre Egziabher is going to Holland for further studies,
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leaving us with the need to recruit an experienced and well qualified teaeher and
programme officer.

The teaching programme has expanded to newareas, with courses for training new
trainers in places like Awasa, Wolkite, Wolisso, Ambo, Nazaret, Wonji, indibir,
Akaki and others. Also in Addis Ababa, new groups of trainers were trained and
sent to the urban kebele to teach. In some places where teaching started early, we
elosed our operation after the region was basically covered and the interest faded.
In one area, we elosed down because of problems with trainers who tried to fake
attendanee lists.

The pedagogical content of the courses was widened and adjusted with experience.
The teaching material was substantially improved through a systematie collection
of experience and through a thorough discussion of each picture and question with
the staff. We experimented with new forms of teaching, tried to use music and
dance as a means to make the "Eneweyay" discussions create a more lasting
impression. We also experimented with more role plays and other ways to
integrate theory and practice, learning and fun. We attempted in any way to
intensify the experience of cooperation and peaceful working together in the
discussions of democratie culture.

A new sec ond unit of teaching was developed trying to introduce people to the
contents of the Universal Deelaration of Human Rights. A new teaching material
was designed, in which the Deelaration is presented artiele by artiele, accompanied
by a set of questions which involve the audienee in a discussion of the text and
its importanee in everyday life.

An important issue of discussion in the staff was the question of establishing this
programme as a more permanent institution in Ethiopia. Registration as an
independent non-governmental organisation (NGO) was considered necessary if
the programme was to be carried on over a longer period. However, some of the
donor ageneies preferred to re-integrate the programme into the Ad Hoc Peace
Commttee (renamed into Committee for Peace and Development). To get a better
basis for an agreement and to find a suitable solution, professor Oyugi from
Nairobi was sent to Addis Ababa to make a recommendation on how to organise
the programme in the future. Meanwhile, negotiations with the Board of this
committee, mostly situated in the US, did not come to any workable conelusions.
The evaluation of Prof. Oyugi coneluded that the programme gave an important
service to the community and should be continued over a longer period as an
independent institution for civic education. Since he saw the option of integrating
it into AdHoc without losing independence as unlikely under given circumstances,
he recommended registration as independent non-profit organisation.
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Challenges ahead
For the remainder of 1996 and onward, the programme is facing a senous
challenge.

We believe it has proven its right of life. It has received very positive response,
both with those people who have attended our elasses and with officials on local
and centralleveL. The interest among donors was also considerable, and we have
so far received only positive response.

Consequently, we plan for a continued operation in Ethiopia. As we started with
an ecumenical approach, it would be adequate and desirable to attempt an
integration in an institution of cooperation between the religious communities in
the country. In 1995 we believed that the Christian Relief and Development
Association (CRDA) or a similar institution could offer an adequate institutional
frame. Another possible model was to revive the original idea of bringing together
the representatives of religious communities, after the elections were over and the
observation has not taken place. But throughout the year we have tried to take up
such threads without much prospects of achieving a common initiative of all major
religious communities. So we ended up suggesting to establish the programme as
an independent NGO, with an ecumenical board of directors in which all religious
communities are represented, and register it with the Ministry of Justice. To
affiliate it with one ,of the churches alone, could easily narrow its reach. Being
known as a protestant or a moslem programme, it would not be able to reach out
to people belonging to different religious communities.

In addition to new funding, continuing the programme needs urgently an initiative
to register as non-profit organisation in Ethiopia. Up to now, we could work
without interference on the general agreement with ABuGiDa and on our own
initiative, with positive response and support from government officials. But
according to new government rules a registration with the Ministry of Justiee is
needed to operate legally. On August 3, 1996 the Ministry of Justiee publicly
urged non-profit agencies to register, announcing that any agency that was
operating without registration would be sued. It was also said that 320
organisations had so far got their registration renewed and 12 newassociations be
registered; another 170 applications were being processed at present.

Even without this reminder, we knew that registration was a requirement we
would have to achieve, in order to operate legally. The hope to return into the Ad
Hoc Peace Commttee seems not to be working out. So we wil have to go for an
own registration. With the help of Prof. Oyugi, a "Memorandum of Association"
was drafted. It wil have to be discussed with the donors and the staff, before
being sent to the Ministry of Justiee for registration.
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But registration and operation on a long term basis requires also a budget offering
at least a medium term commitment of funding. To recruit more staff with solid
and flexible qualification, we need to be able to offer some more long-term
prospects of employment. And even for establishing positive relations with
authorities in newareas and for developing more teaching materials in a somewhat
wider variety of topics of civic education, we need a longer commitment. With a
prospect of operating one year at a time, living "from hand to mouth", it is not
likely that we could attraet a commitment from the most qualified resource
persons whom we want to get involved in this effort.

A budget for a three years period is being prepared and wil be sent to the
previous and to some new donors. A memorandum of association is also being
prepared. It is intending to develop the programme into a Centre for civic
education, with the objectives to continue democracy education and to add other
topics in civic, environmental, and social development issues. Harmful cultural
practices, family planning and guidance, educational practices, environmental

problems, but first of all ethnic harmony and lasting peace should be integrated
as basic subjects of teaching. In addition, we are discussing the possibilities to
develop a documentation facility on the same issues.

If the programme is to be continued, it wil be important for the immediate future
to identify the appropriate structure, and to prepare its transfer. Finanee from
outside may stil be needed for several years. All Ethiopian institutions which
could become involved, depend on assistance from abroad. However, in a longer
perspective also the financial responsibility wil have to be taken over by
Ethiopian organisations.

Expansion of the teaching
A continuation poses also a considerable pedagogical challenge. Much remains to
be done before a pedagogically sound form is found, which wil give the teaching
programme the best possible effect in preparing people for a development of a
more democratie environment from below. Single courses have little effect: only
through repetition and the experience of free discussion wil concepts become
familar and practicable, and discussion a practice integrated in everyday life.
Repetition and expansion of the teaching are thus important for making democracy
an integral part of local culture.

Also the trainers, young people who often have no more experience than twelve
years in school, need repetition. They also need better training in how to
pedagogically convey to their students what they learned. In particular, they need
training and knowledge about how to engage their students in discussions, and to
encourage them to actively use their own knowledge as a resource. It is not easy
for a young trainer teaching people of all ages, to learn how to eng age people as
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independent actors instead of using them as material, and to encourage

independent thinking instead of dishing out abstract knowledge. Such skils are
needed to develop stronger democratie self-confidence among the people. It is
important to build democracy up on demands from below for stronger influence of
the majority. In Ethiopia, this majority lives in the rural areas and consists to

almost 80 % of iliterates.

Also the content of teaching needs expansion and intensification. The pedagogical
evaluation suggests cooperation with Ethiopian ageneies working for development
in particular areas, such as nutrition or hygiene, women's rights groups,

educational and human rights institutions, environmental protection groups or
institutions for the abolishment of harmful traditional practices, and others. Above
that, specific questions should be addressed, such as the relation between human
rights and government powers, or between parties and citizens, between
government and opposition, etc. The role of the press, the influence of public
opinion and the possibilities of the individual in it, questions of cultural traditions
and democratie participation demand broad democratie discussion.

Courses and teaching units need to be developed which address such different
topics and mediate them in pedagogically sound pictures and examples. A lot of
work is needed to expand the existing courses discussing general democratie rules
and principles, to cover a sustained democratie education programe in Ethiopia.

Again, expansion is also needed to newareas and new media. By July 1995, we
had reached ca. 30 000 persons in five or six limited local regions. By end of
August 1996, we had expanded to some 15 areas and had reached a total of 175
000 people who had been attending one of our elasses. An impact depends on far
wider coverage. A change can only be expected if democratie self-consciousness
is becoming a movement gaining its own momentum. We are indeed far from
even dreaming about such effects. But we can contribute to the knowledge and
experience needed as a precondition, - and to spreading the ideas. For that, we
need to expand into new regions. But we should also explore alternative and
complementary ways of multiplication. We should try to get democratie education
programmes into the public media, the radio, and possibly into the school
curricula. We aught also to give our teaching materials a much wider distribution,
to allow people a better follow-up of what they learned, and to continue discussing
after our trainers left. Also for such developments, more time is needed, and more
integration into existing structures of education and mass communication is asked
for.
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Evaluation of the training of trainers pilot
program in democratie principles and election
procedures - January-May 95

Zenash Goshu
The training of trainers programme was initiated by the Ecumenical Election
Training and Monitoring Initiative in collaboration with the inter-Africa group,
Abugida, AD Hoc peace committee and other civic groups in Ethiopia. This is a
pilot programme which is proposed to run from January 95 to June 30 in different
parts of rural Ethiopia and Addis Ababa the capital. It has been operational since
January 95.

Program objectives
- To create awareness about people's rights and obligations in a democratie

society.
To resolve differences by peaceful means, eg. discussions, demonstrations etc.
To involve all concerned members of the family and of the society in the
decision making proeess.
To emphasize the role of women in the society and encourage community
leaders to integrate them in the development proeess and in matters affecting
their lives.

To enhance community participation in all development undertakings.
To promote democracy in relation to local traditions, norms and values.
To share ideas and spread knowledge about general principles of voting
procedure.

Target groups

Training of trainers program
Co-ordinator co-ordinator
Addis Ababa Debreberhane Welkitaye
Male 35 Male 53 Male 41
Female 19 Female 14 Female 7
Total 55 Total 67 Total 48

Butagira
Male 39
Female 17

Total 56

Gambella
Male 28

Female 1

Total 29
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Plus new places where training wil be hel d in future

Grand total in May 1995: 225 trainers trained

Target groups of the teaching program
The (adult) population of the rural and urban communities
Coverage so far: only the below named program areas

Program areas
- Addis Ababa

- Debre Berhane

- W olkitaye

- Butagira

- Gambella

About the evaluation
The evaluation was conducted by mrs. Åse Pausewang, a Norwegian pedagogical
advisor, and Zenash Goshu, an Ethiopian social worker, who both have long time
experience working with different sectors of the community at the grass root leveL.

This evaluation has two parts.
a) The part that deals with the pedagogical side.
b) The part that deals with the social side.

The evaluation was conducted in a participatory way where all sorts of people,
ineluding the women, the elderly , the youth have taken part in the discussions,
random visits, questions and answers.

This paper below attempts to discuss the social side of the evaluation by
addressing the following are as of conern:

- How did participants react to the session ?
- What did participants like about the programme ?
- What participants did not like about the programme?
- How should it be changed?
- What goals did participants set for the future?
- Were activities undertaken as planned?
- Was time frame honoured?

- Were resources adequate?

- What were unintended results ?
- What lessons were learnt?
- Did the program reach the rural and urban connunities with its message?
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- Was it understood?
- Problems encountered

- Recommendations

How did participants react to the session
The country was undergoing an election campaign as the training programme was
bein g conducted. This coincidence has both its negative and positive impacts as
far as the feelings of participants were concerned.

The positive side is that it has prepared participants what to look for at times of
elections and has helped them exercise their rights to speak up and express their
feelings in a democratie manner without being intimidated or harassed.

The fact that the training program is followed by the election has made

participants and non-participants suspicious whether this is one part of government
propaganda to manipulate the election. In both instances it was underlined by
program co-ordinators that the progrmme is a non-political and neutral one which
only aims to promote democracy.

What did participants like about the programme
Participants think that it is only fair to resolve defferences peacefully. The idea of
involving every member of the family was a very good one which was of ten taken
for granted in a patriarehal society like Ethiopia. The relationship between a
family and a society was interesting. They all agree that a family is the building
block of a society.

What participants did not like about the programme
is that the reality is different from what has been said about democracy. E.g.
everyone has the right to express his or her feelings in a peaceful way. This has
not always been the case in reality. As far as participants' experience is concerned,
they think it is easier said than done.

How should it be changed?
This situation can be changed as paricipants continue to exercise their democratie
rights even if they have to pay small prices.
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What goals did participants set for the future?
They wil start to exercise democracy in their small family units. They wil go to
the people to teach what they have learnt. They wil try to reach as many women
as possible by going out to where they are. They wil fight against harmful

traditional practices. They wil limit their family sizes and encourage others to
follow their foot steps.

Were activities undertaken as planned, was the time frame
honoured?
As far as the plan of action is concerned, it was achieved accordingly inspite of
the sensitivity of the program both from the point of view of the government and
the trainees. The time frame had to be prolonged because local partners like the
church were not as cooperative as expected as They didn't want to be associated
with the election campaign.

Were resources adequate?
As far as the allocated resources is concerned there is some unutilized budget

which can run the programme for 3 more months.

What lessons were learnt?
The integration of Harmful traditional practices, Gender, HIV and Family Planning
was not in the original plan but it was something which was found to be relevant
within the concept of Democracy. It has created a positive response and is
something which should go hand in hand with this training package. One of the
lessons learnt is that people can find time even in difficult situations if it is
regarded as something worth spending time.

Was the message of the programme reached and understood?
Inspite of some difficulties encountered here and there the program has reached
so many disadvantaged groups of the society who otherwise would have no access
what so ever, eg. rural women, farmers, muslim women etc. During the random
visits and informal discussions it was possible to feel the desire benificiaries have
to practice what they have acquired.

For many women it was a dream come true to see their husbands understand that
women have equal say in family matters and the society.
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Problems encountered

Butagira
- The Ethiopian People's Revolutionary Democratie Front (EPRDF) is a coalition

of small political parties of which the Guragae People' s Democratie Party
(GPDP) is one. Of the 62 trainers in Butagira about 50 belonged to this party.
This fact was exposed during random interview carried out by the evaluation
team as we were trying to find out about what people think of the neutrality of
the programme. As the result of this coincidence there are already a lot of
people in Butagira who question the neutrality of the program and in some
instances trainers are said to have imposed their political party' s ideology
during the training sessions.

Debre Berhan
- The screening of trainees was conducted in one day after a day's notice and as

a result of this short notice there was no time for others to come from the other
regions. Of the 53 trainers screened, about 90% were from Debra Berhane
alone, The others were representatives from Deneba, Kyete, Tebase, Ankober.

- Another difficulty encountered at the time of screening was that there are too
many unemployed people and expectations about getting some kind of
employment was too high.

- The urban people have heard a lot about democracy on mass media, and they

think they know a lot while the rural ones are eager to learn as much as
possible.

- There are some people who think that Democracy is not a priority.

- There are others who expect immediate returns.

- It was not easy to bring beneficiaries together in the towns as opposed to the

rural are as where there is a homogenous community structure.

- Women have too many responsibilties to allocate time to learn.

- It is difficult to run a program like this one in the absenee of a proper office

and a full time office bearer (what ever the responsibilty may be). The office
is part of a residential flat and it was not easy for the evaluation team to
communicate with other members of the program as they are often out
teaching, and there was no one to man age the office routine.
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Recommendations
- Since human development takes time to make an impact I strongly recommend

the continuity of this program for 6 more years, the first year being the initial
stage to wind up what has been part of the pilot program during which time all
the necessary office arrangements and recruitment of a full time staff is
proposed to start the 5 years program.

The screening of Trainers should be guided by a elearly set criterion for
screening to avoid repeating the same mistakes in the future criterions should
inelude being gender concious.

More time is required to train the trainers in the different adult teaching
techniques.

- The time allocated for one session is said to have been too short as far as
trainees are concerned but given the time limitation mentioned as a constraint
some kind of follow up programme should be agreed between trainers and
trainees.

- A sound project proposal for the 5 years with elearly stated program objectives
budget requirement monitoring and evaluation procedures should be presented
before project implementation during the first year of project planning.

- Ethiopia being one of the poorest countries in the world has a lot of problems
of which the man made one is more damaging. One way to tackle this is
thorough creating awareness among the people to take part in all development
undertakings and fight for their rights. This program is one step forward to
achieve this objective and we feel that it has already paved the way and should
continue for 6 years to create the desired impact. As to how to continue and
when to phase out should be outlined in the project proposal.
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Ecumenical training initiative for
democracy:Pedagogical evaluation report

Åse Attramadal Pausewang:

I. Introduction
1. This teaching programme was started in 1994/95 as an election monitoring and
voter training effort, guided by a model developed by the Kenyan Council of
Churches be fore the 1992 elections. It is financed and initiated by Church Aid
organisations in Germany, Sweden, Norway, Denmark and Netherlands, planned
as a measure to create confidence in the democratic proeess, to bring the radical
opposition groups back into the elections, and to empower voters to encourage a
development towards fair conditions for all parties.

When it became elear in March - April 1995 that the opposition groups did not
participate in the elections, and that the Government did not want foreign observer
groups independent of the observing embassies; the observation part was cancelled,
and the programme concentrated on its civic education component.
It soon became elear that the programme could not expect to reach more than a
very small fraction of the voters before the election - far too few to make any
impact. It was therefore decided rather to concentrate on a good quality of civic
education over a longer period.

A teaching kit was developed, in cooperation with ABuGiDa, an organisation
which had some experience with civic education courses under the title
"Democracy mindenow" - What is democracy? -. In contrast to ABuGiDa's
teaching kit, it starts with familiar experience: "Is your family a democratie
institution? How are decisions made? Who participates? Which other democratie
institutions exist in your community? How do they arrive at decIsions? etc. To
avoid leeturing, it was decided to ask questions, leaving answers to the discussion,
and lead away through their succession, not to "right" answers.
Teaching began end of February 1995, with a elass "training of trainers" in Addis
Ababa.

2. This first evaluation was initiated to critically assess the pedagogical soundness
of the teaching so far, and to estimate in how far it reaches the individuals,
especially those with low educational standards, both in urban and rural areas.
Further it should assess whether it reaches the communities and is accepted and
embraced by them. It is to offer a first, however rough, feedback on pedagogical
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efficiency, and to give advice on how the programme can improve its pedagogical
approach, so as to better reach especially the iliterate majority and the
communities in the countryside.

3. Between April 10 and May 4, 1995, the evaluation team participated in one
course in Debre Birhan for training of trainers, in which 54 young people, mostly
secondary schoolleavers with 12th grade exams, from Debre Birhan and
surrounding communities, were trained to teach the "ENEWEY A Y" ("Let' s
discuss") courses. Two field trips to Butajira, the first area in which teaching had
been started in March, gave a chanee to attend ENEWEY A Y classes in rural areas
and in the town of Butajira, and to talk to rural and urban people who had
previously attende d the c1asses.

Also in Addis Ababa, classes were attended and individual and group discussions
with former attendants of the ENEWEY A Y classes were held. A series of
discussions with resource persons working in other NGOs and in related fields,
gave perspective and depth to the understanding of democracy teaching in its
cultural and multi cultural context.

Il. Limitations
1. A short time frame is setting strong limitations to an evaluation, especially
where travel and practical arrangements demand their share of the evaluators'
limited time budget. Three weeks are too short a time to allow a very thorough
evaluation, especially in a complex society in which many different cultures live
side by side. Stil we believe the experience allows us to give a first, even if not
a detailed and culture-specific assessment, and to suggest some major points in
which further work is needed to improve the programme.

2. The methods used were a combination of participation in the teaching and free
and structured interviews with people of all walks of life, of different relations to
the programme, and of different cultural background. As such, because of the short
time, the results may seem somewhat impressionistic, but time and budget limited
the possibilties to go further. Stil, we are convinced though more precision and
detail could have been achieved with more time and more interviews, we have
sufficient basis for at least a secure assessment of where improvements are needed.

3. The language problem, the need to work with translators, is a further limitation
of an evaluation like this one. However, sine e the are as in which the programme
worked so far are Amharigna spe akng or at least having (and accepting)

Amharigna as official language, these problems were reasonably minimized. Stil,
we should consider that some detail and depth is necessarily lost in interviews and
discussions conducted with translators, or in the participants ' second language.
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4. Another limitation of our findings may arise if people out of pure politeness
feel they have to answer what they expect the visitor to want. More seriously, in
a society where "politics" is associated with party conflcts, with a brutal
dictatorial regime and its local representatives, or with simply a feeling of helpless
submission to power holders from outside, there may be many reasons to be afraid
of speaking out. "We do not expect much of politicians", we were told. - "Neutral
people may live in peace; - if you take part you get into trouble. Il
Such experience is difficult to overcome. We faced some cases where people were
wiling to do so. Others even expressed gratitude that this programme helped them
to understand their right to discuss, overcoming previous inhibitions. However, we
can not be sure in how far we have succeeded in reflecting people' s true feelings.

ILL. Experience
1. To sum up, we found lots of enthusiasm and positive response to the
programme, both among the trainers and among the trainees in urban and rural
areas, and among the public in general. Also among officials and other resource
persons, we found only positive response. Apart from specific suggestions for
improvements or warnings to avoid pitfalls, cultural domination, or unproductive
conflcts with traditions and culturally motIvated feelings, we did not meet any
negative or even sceptical voices.

2. Positive was in particular the reactIon of people in the vilages. Asked why they
went to the teaching and what they gained, we were told that they got stimulation,
new ideas. "l have received light", said one woman. Another added: "Before we
were afraid of talking, but now we discuss at home. Il Many people requested us
to come back and bring more teaching. Comparing to the Literacy Campaign
during Mengistu's time (w hen school students had to out teaching literacy), people
preferred our teaching by far. "What you are forced to do, is not to enjoy", one
of the students said.

Another positive result was the visible confidence the trainers gained with the
teaching. Even if their teaching were not to achieve anything, the growing

awareness, self-confidence and sense of responsibility gained by these young
trainers would in itself be an invaluably important achievement of the programme.
A man told about his younger sister, who is one of the trainers in Butajira. She
used to be a quiet girl, accepting what was offered her. Now she comes home and
discusses with her family, saying: "That is my democratie right!" The family
accepted, even liked the teaching. Before they never allowed the girl to go out on
her own. Now she is a trainer, teaching democracy to people in the rural areas.
3. We have the impression that the programme was most vaiued, and had the best
positive response, in the vilages. As one resource person told us: "Go to those
who have needs...go to the rural people. Vilage people may be the majority in
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Ethiopia, but in terms of influence and access to information, they are a

minority ... Il

In rural areas it is particularly important to be concrete in teaching, and to relate
contents to the everyday experience of peasants. It demands particular sensitivity
to local cultural patterns and to the level of people. Teaching has to start from
where the people are. "1f you want to show somebody the way, you have to go to
where he is to help him... Il a woman said.

4. A particular experience we feel worthy of mentioning is the growing awareness
of cultural context. We were impressed by the positive relationship and peaceful
coexistence of Moslems and Christians, expressed in all the places we visited.
Particularly in Butajira, we observed this positive attitude, and the growing
consciousness that tolerance and mutual respect is a tradition worth preserving and
defending against possible fundamentalistie trends. This should be emphasized in
teaching. Ethiopia has many problems, but could be a positive example to other
countries for the peaceful coexistence between Moslems and Christians.
Growing awareness of cultural particularities and contexts expressed itself also in
people's seriousness in asking questions like: "Can I decide on the religion of my
wife and children without being undemocratic? Do we also have to be tolerant
towards satanism and other destructive beliefs or ideologies? Could a majority
decide to expel a minority? Is it allowed in a democracy to in sult some other
person, or is my freedom of expression limited? More crudely confronting

tolerance with the needs of a functioning society, one man asked: Is it a
democratie right to urinate all over in town?
Many questions identifying similar conflicts of values and culturally determined
convictions or practices were raised in the c1asses. Many of them reflected beliefs
and cultural traditions which might come in conflict with democracy teaching if
not handled very carefully. One man, concerned about the future of his children,
asked: liDo you mean we should discuss also with our children? We should not
punish them? Should they become destitutes??"
"Can I divorce my wife because of religious differences?" asked one man. "She
has the right to turn penticostal? But I wil not accept that." "Then you may
divorce her", another one suggested. -"No, I won't, I love her..." replied the first.
Others asked: Is committing suicide a democratie right? Is abortion? Has everyone
the right to life and work? Discussing such issues may be controversial because
it involves social taboos and strong personal feelings. If taken up by a good
teaeher in a sensitive way, it may lead to a fruitful discussion. But if the teaeher
does not master the situation it may create more problems than it solves.
"Don't teach un-reachable goals and unrealistic ideas, said one resource person,
"- rather teach self confidence. Teach people to help themselves. It is better to
teach a man how to fis h than to give him a fish. Europeans change the

environment - we Africans adjust to it.
We Africans resent to be changed into what we are not. We resent Europeans
tellng us what we should do. Y ou can not frighten people into accepting new
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ideas. They may be very good, but whatdoes it help if the approach is wrong?
Donors usually want to see results before they are wiling to give support. To get
money we have to show results... It is a lack of understanding. The missionaries
often have a good approach. They give a basis in education and health. But they
do not expect short term results. If you work against tradition, you don't see
results like a road, a bridge being built. If you want to help humanity, don't wait
for results... "

5. Experience shows thus a need to be very aware of cultural patterns and
practices and traditional beliefs. It is important for the teaching to approach those
in away which does not destroy confidence either in the teaching programme in
itself or, even worse, in those cultural values which keep societies and

communities together. As one resource person put it: Don't destroy traditional
practices unless you can offer alternatives. This concerns not least the changing
of the role patterns of women. Desorientation can be more dangerous than
subordination under existing social patterns. One informant said: A tied dog
suddenly let loose wil run around and do mischief.

We agree with several resource persons who warned: Be careful not to destroy
cultural patterns without offering an alternative, and not before this alternative is
accepted and integrated in local culture. Don't break up marriages by insisting on
women's rights, because the women wil invariably be the loosers. Their only
alternative might be to end as prostitutes... The man just looks for another wife.
"Who is going to do the cooking, if she discusses there is no food. If she has the
right to go to school, should I have to go hungry?"

Stil, to make women aware of their situation, is important. Mothers are the most
important teachers, they bring up the next generation. But they have a heavy
burden in the society.

liMen are only breadwinners. Show me a father really taking care of his children, li

said a woman. li - Is it democratie, then, that he alone should decide the number of
children?"

"Don't worry about the children," said a Muslim elder, himself father of 21
children. It was raining and cold, and we worried about the shivering and wet
children who were not let into the house which was for the grownups only. "They
have got resistance, they are alright. Allah wil take care of them. He can not be
so cruel to deprive us of them... ?"

"Teach men to be sensitive, to listen to women, who are creating ideas", said one
respected female doetor, "Men are not used to expect women to generate ideas.
They don't listen, they rather follow their own ideas."
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There are some harmful practices which need to be changed, but such change has
to be accepted, and for that, it has to be integrated into existing social patterns.
This is a sensitive and difficult proeess, which takes a long time. If pressed upon
people without really being wanted, they wil say they understand, but in actual
life continue the old practice. "0ne who is converted by force, is stil remaining
himself", said another person, telling about how traditions outrule medical
knowledge. At a course for women, informing about harmful traditional practices,
they had for about one week given examples about, among others, the dangerous
practice of cutting the uvula of small babies. One of the participants asked for
permission to stay away one day, and was pressed to tell why, to be allowed to
continue the course. "Y ou see, this little baby on my back has got a fever. I have
ordered for her to have the uvula cut. She might die if I don't go!" - "But did we
not just tell you how dangerous this might be?" - "Yes, you say so. But you repeat
only what the books say. The living experience and knowledge of old people is
more important, and I can not take the chance... Il

A young medical doctor told us about her mother who had broken her false teeth.
She insisted she needed new ones at once, or she would suffer from headache for
the rest of her life. Her good friend, an old lady, had also told the same. The
doctor told her to relax, it would do no harm to wait the necessary time. "Look,
mother, this is not true. Should I, your daughter, go to schools for so many years
and learn about this, and you don't trust my knowledge?" "0h, my daughter," said
the mother, "what you say you have only from the books. But I am old and have
the experience. Il

6. Equally important is sensitivity in confronting political traditions. While it is not
true that Ethiopians have no democratie traditions, they certainly are shaped by
historical experience of non-democratic political practice, by suppression and
exploitation, serfdom and submission to despotic localleaders and representatives
of central power. Many people expressed the feeling that the word "democracy"
itself was associated with negative experience and that our trainers thus had to
overcome a difficult emotional experience. They were often asked: Do you really
mean what you say fits into our reality? Do we have democracy? Can we demon-
strate? Are you going to solve our onehundredandone problems? Or do you think
the authorities wil from now on just do what we ask for?

"People are disgusted with democracy," said an elderly peasant, "because we have
seen democracy in reality." Yet, precisely because people have become critical to
everything considered political, and sceptical to politicians, they are in search for
alternatives. In that sense, the time is ripe for democratie education with a
different outlook. It has to aim at changing traditions of expecting solutions only
through violence. It has to teach that democratie majority decisions have their

limits in the rights of minorities, and that tolerance is essential for democracy.
Freedom is only where those with differing opinions enjoy freedom. And it has
to be made c1ear that democracy is not achieved once and for all, but is a proeess
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which takes time and never reaches a final and complete stage. It is not about
giving the correct answers, but to ask the important questions, to create awareness
about problems, to look for solutions.

Political neutrality is particularly important in such context. And a positive
reputation, associating the teaching with positive values and feelings, is to be
fostered and preserved by all means, and watched with utmost vigilance.

7. This programme aims at influencing social consciousness. This is at its best a
long proeess in which people have to learn discussing and understanding their own
experience critically. To develop a culture of discussion, tolerance, and peace wil
take time, especially with iliterates and people unaccustomed to formallearning.
These people must be taught to enjoy putting their own feelings and experience
into words. The courage to express oneself is an experience which helps to build
up self confidence. To develop self confidencejs in itself important in democratie
education. "What you tell us, does it fit with our realities?" we were asked several
times. "How can we, just peasants in a remote corner, confront state officials? You
need a lot of self confidence, be fore you can question the government... Il

To increase self confidence is the first step in a social proeess of teaching a
culture of discussion. People who experience that they are given respect, build a
stronger self-image, which wil help them when facing urban and intellectual
groups. It also needs a growing consciousness about the social and political
situation in the country. For that, the contents of education have to be directly
related to the learners' own lives.

iV. Training of trainers
1. In Debre Birhan we attended a course to train trainers for staring up the
programe in this region. The future coordinator in Debre Birhan, a former trainer
in Addis Ababa who is at home in Debre Birhan, had been there in advanee to
prepare the course, establish relations to the authorities, and organise the
recruitment of trainees. Debre Birhan is a town of ca. 130 000 inhabitants, of
which ca. 80 % are Christians and 20 % Moslems. We were told that there were
about 30 000 unemployed school le avers in the town, however this figure appears
unbelievably high even though the town may concentrate schoolleavers from the
entire area. About 50 young people were selected for teaching, among them 12
girls. Unfortunately, the time was too short for a good screening of the applicants
to select qualified trainees who had promising potential to teach democracy. We
feel that more emphasis and a more critical approach is needed to select able
teachers and secure good teaching.

The training course and the teaching material received very positive response.
Discussions were lively, both in the group discussions and role plays, and in the
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teaching. Several critical issues were raised and discussed, and politically sensitive
fields were not avoided.

At the end of the course, the students were asked one by one, as a "rehearsal", to
teach in front of the c1ass, with the teaching kit as a basis. To begin with, a short
"rehearsal" was followed by critical comments from teachers and audience. Later
the rehearsals were part of a screening to identify the most promising students as
future trainers.

Again, we feel the screening would have to be better prepared both pedagogically
and in terms of content and knowledge. Selection by non-trained teachers, in an
extremely short time, wil produee too accidental results. It wil not allow to
separate impostors from genuinely motivated students, and it may select precisely
the wrong individuals. An oral or written test guide d by psychologically and

pedagogically trained people would bring better results.

We see a problem if candidates delegated by rural communities as their teachers
would fail to be selected. But it is better occasionally to repeat the teaching with
new candidates, than to admit persons who are not qualified to be entrusted with
great responsibilities.

2. In Butajira, we did not attend the training of trainers. All 62 attendants had
been admitted after rehearsals. The result showed in very different quality of
teaching, and some of the trainers seemed to see teaching as a job giving them
money, rather than a service to their community.

Butajira is a small town in Gurage area, of ca. 17 to 20 000 inhabitants,
approximately half Moslem, half Christian, among them, we were told, about 750
unemployed schoolleavers. Also for them, the teaching offered a unique chanee -
not only because it offered them some income, however small, but because it

gave them a responsibilty, a task worthwhile to engage in, and an experience on
which to gro w and to develop self-confidence.

The coordinator organised teaching neatly, giving all 62 trainees the chanee to
teach the same number of classes, and stopping teaching as soon as the money at
his disposition was used up. The result was a large quantity of people taught and
c1asses held. But we have the strong impression that quality was uneven and
enthusiasm differed much. A serious screening would have improved this situation
a lot. Again this supports our suggestion to introduce a kind of final test and
screening, as well as a repeated course for upgrading the trainers and renewing
their motivation.

One might consider whether the coordinator should be one of the trainers, elected
by them. This might enhance a group feeling and replace authoritarian leadership
with cooperation.
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3. In Addis Ababa, the first place where trainers were trained, only the most
enthusiastic students ever came to teach. This was partly due to the fact that the
initial lack of formal permissions meant it needed initiative and perseveranee to
get a room and the local elders' or leaders' approval for teaching.

This unintended selection proeess appears to have been positive as far as we can
recollect from reports, the teaching has been of more even and better quality.
However, this impression needs further substantiation through more extended
observation. Also in Addis Ababa the need for repeated courses to upgrade and
motivate trainers is obvious.

V. The "eneweyay" classes
1. In Butajira we met the most enthusiastic audienee and the most inspired and
lively discussion in a vilage half an hour' s drive on almost unpassable tracks from
town. At nine in the morning about hundred people, young and old, were waiting
and welcoming us. The teaching kit was already hung up at a wall of a chika
house, and on a hil side facing it sat young mothers with babies sucking their
breasts, men hiding from the sun under their grey gabi's, old women wiping away
swarms of fles with branches of pepper trees. They were interested and
enthusiastic all through the two hours' meeting, and we were greatly impressed by
their concentration and participation in the discussion. They gave freely of their
valuable time in the most busy farming season, but suggested for further teaching
that morning sessions were most suitable for women, whereas men preferred to
come in the afternoons.

In the town of Butajira, length and quality of teaching varied greatly. The shortest
courses were those where the trainers did not have the skill or the patience to
eng age their students in discussion. Instead they answered questions themselves,
quickly delivered the message and went on to the next picture. We even came
over one case where one of the trainers sat in and participated, giving the "correet"
answers.

Much can be learned by attending colleagues' c1asses. But if at all they intervene,
it should be to stimulate discussion. If they just answer a trainers questions, they
wil necessarily put an end to discussion, either by bringing the level of discussion
too high, outshining and discouraging other participants, or closing discussion
altogether.
Trainers proved also rather inexperienced in passing good questions on to the
audience, to stimulate an exchange of opinions. This is indicating a lack of
pedagogical skil which demands further training in using the c1ass as aresource.
The attendants ' time constraints sometimes cut teaching short. One class was
terminated by a heavy rain. In others, people came late, and started to leave before
c1ass was finished because it was time for the midday prayer. This raises the
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question whether people should be allowed to leave early, if missing essential
parts of the lesson. We feel the issue is important since it would enforce rather
intolerant attitudes to insist in unabridged attendance. But it is equally difficult to
avoid misinterpretations if c1asses are attende d only in parts.

It appears important to avoid time pressure in dass. Especially in towns, women
are under hard time pressure, and may not find it easy to spend two hours in dass.
Efforts should be made to fin d the day time most suitable for women to attend.
Problems of cultural conflct occurred in several occasions, but were largely
handled well by the teachers. In one c1ass for example, discussing the picture of
different animals and comparing it with a society containing social and cultural
variation, a farmer asked: I see a snake there. Should also the snake, which bites
humans, be tolerated? After some discussion, one woman said: Even the snake
bites only if attacked. If you treat it with love and understanding, it wil not bite.
2. In Addis Ababa, there were lively discussions among attendants. The quality
of teaching was even higher than in Butajira, but much fewer c1asses were taught.
This emphasises the possible tradeoff between quality and quantity, and re-
enforces the argument for screening.

3. In Debre Birhan, teaching experience is as yet short. We had no chanee to see
the students teaching. However, reports are positive and enthusiastic, but much
fewer c1asses taught the first period than in Butajira.
Experience wil show whether the enthusiasm and motivation of trainers last, and
whether quality teaching can be maintained.

VI. Pedagogical recommendations
1. We consider this programme an unusually positive, but very ambitious
undertakng. Possibly the initiators did not even fully know the value of it when
it was stared, but the change of emphasis from election observation and voter

training to a long term democratie education programme was doubtlessly a step
in the right direction. The programme is difficult to compare with other
development projects. When a road is built, results are visible and measurable in
their importance. This programme, in contrast, develops people' s self-conscious-
ness, fosters their abilty to reason, to discuss, take responsibility, participate, to

put words on and thereby understand and learn to master their own problems. We
must be aware that results can not be easily seen or measured, and may only
become an active asset after ageneration. But we are convinced they are worth
the effort and the finance, and more.

So, its ambitious goal can not be reached in a quick one time teaching effort. It
needs following up, and a much longer term effort. Ideally it might go over ten
or more years. The shorter it lasts, the more danger there is of its ide als being
forgotten and its results getting lost. We recommend that it is better to intensify
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and improve the programme in smaller areas and keep a high quality, than to
expand too fast.

At a later stage one might try to reach a wider public through the media. A
resource person proposed us to go to the radio, to schools, to television. But the
basic part wil remain adult education which can adjust to local cultures and reach
people where they are.

An important achievement in itself is the experience, training, and sense of
responsibility and awareness it gives to its trainers.

2. We strongly recommend to consider an early start of courses to upgrade the
trainers. Even if greatly impressed by their teaching, they need a follow-up to
maintain a c1ear vision of their work, to improve their pedagogical skils and
motivation. They should 1earn to initiate role plays and group discussions, to
activate and motivate people. They need training in being precise in teaching, and
especially in pedagogical techniques to stimulate discussion, participation,
awareness and self-confidence. They have to learn how to avoid an authoritarian
st yle in teaching: if the teaeher is always right, discussion is difficult.

Repetition courses or occasional meetings of the trainers may, besides of

improving skils, also help to keep up their motivation, and allow them to discuss
problems they face.

3. The importanee of dialogue can not be over-emphasized. People must experi-

ence that differences in opinion do not mean you are not on good terms. Only by
participation, people can experience that they have a contribution to make, that
their knowledge matters. Self-confidence is not developed by accumulating

knowledge, but through the experience of having a contribution to make, having
a responsibility, and to practice their own knowledge.

Knowledge should not be accumulated like money in a bank. Teaching should not
aim at piling up passive knowledge. It should be oriented towards recognizing,

discussing, mastering problems. Such experience creates self-confidence. Teaching
should aim at building up, step by step, a culture of tolerance, awareness, freedom.
The ultimate goal is peace.

4. A pedagogical refinement of the teaching seems necessar. Trainers must learn
to present the concepts and explanations precise, to the point. Pedagogical skills
can to some degree be learned. So can the techniques of how to adjust a topic,
present it to students, so that they can re-word and re-think it and thus internalise
it. Equally important is sensitivity for what wil be relevant topics for the
audience, valuable to be taken up in classes. Repetition and variation are important
elements in teaching. Variation of st yle and content makes alesson enjoyable,
memorable. Turning to the c1ass can be learned, and spicing leetures with humour
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be encouraged. Simple consideration of the people' slevel of know ledge, wil help
to avoid using English words, particularly when talking to elderly people and in
the vilage. Respect shown wil be returned.

Independent of such skils, trainers being sent out to the people as teachers wil
feel the considerable responsibility they are given. This can be a great achievement
in itself, as it improves their experience and self confidence.

5. Political neutrality is essential for the teaching. For this it is not enough that the
teaching itself is neutral. Even the suspicion of partiality in parts of public opinion
can be a serious setback, because it wil undermine confidence in the programme.
Great care has to be taken to avoid any step that could create such suspicions. A
bad reputation can spoil the entire project. A bad reputation spreads faster than a
good one, and it is more difficult to rep air.

6. Teaching must be need- and process-oriented, and not result-oriented. Building
democratie awareness is a proeess which takes its time. The money is not waisted
even if change is not immediately visible. Expecting quick results may slow down,
rather than support the proeess. It may also make teachers speed up their lessons,
giving no time for reflection.

Instead, teaching should be designed to make people put their own problems in
words, to reflect, to understand them. Democracy does not offer ready solutions
to problems, but it is away towards sol ving them by peaceful means.

7. The teaching programme needs better and more consistent organisation. In the
experimental phase starting a new programme, some improvisation and a good
portion of flexibilty may be necessar. But the more the programme grows, the
more structure is needed. While flexibility in case of need for adapted solutions
should not be sacrificed, c1ear rules and administrative procedures are needed to
create a basis for smooth work.

An office is needed, with an administrator capable of taking care of day-to-day
routine and procedural decisions.

Many things can create problems if not clarified beforehand. For example the
exact tasks for a coordinator, or a rule about age limits: in one place we observed
that an age limit was set spontaneously, and all persons below 18 years chased
out, while at other places we experienced that all ages, including small children,
were present, rather enriching than disturbing the atmosphere. Minor things, for
example the clear definition of per diem and what this term entails can avoid later
confusion. Standard procedures for salaries, per diems, contracts can save time and
avoid disputes. A systematie routine of writing reports from field trips, training
sessions and courses, and for filng them, would save difficult recollection later.
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8. The programme could gain from active cooperation with other organisations
working for human development and social change. It could take up particular
issues, with expertise from those, for example nutrition, hygiene, family planning,
circumcision, early marriage, AIDS, and also aspects of environmental protection
and ecology, rural development and many more. Mutual support can only enrich
both partners, in terms of expertise, knowledge, teachers etc. Joint efforts may
allow substantial savings of resources.

9. The programme needs to give much attention to local cultures, and to adjust its
message to it. This means, among others, dependenee on local knowledge and
sensitivity to cultural practices. Cultural differences must be taken seriously. The
programme is to some degree designed to change local cultural traditions, such as,
for example, the relations between men and women, or female circumcision, or the
position of despised professions. Such cultural patterns are not easily changed, and
changing them without people internalising the reasons and consequences, without
due adjustment to culture, may have unexpected negative effects. Cultures change
constantly, but changing culture is a complicated proeess which can not easily be
cut short. In a fixed society where the man has his role, the woman hers, a change
in gender roles wil affect the whole society; and one can not expect change over
night.

Teachers should give special attention to women, among others by considering
what time is most suitable for women to attend classes, and by encouraging them
to paricipate.

10. This programme may have a unique opportunity to give impulses to rural
areas. By studying each area, and developing area-specific examples and topics,
it can make democracy teaching meaningful for local people in remote areas. This
may give impulses for developing self-consciousness, the feeling of cultural
identity and value, a consciousness of being independent and equal to others. Such
consciousness is very important, though frequently laeking today where rural
people are considered, and may consider themselves, as uncivilzed. "Y ou are not

uncivilized peasant boys, you don't run after a car 
Il , said one trainer as a matter

of course to discourage boys from running after us. And the vilage teaeher threw
stones after the children to chase them away.
To study the areas, the programme can gainfully exploit local knowledge. Its
trainers could become engaged in collecting proverbs, songs, oral history"
customs, local heritage and ancestors' experience. Such collection could contribute
to improving the status of loe al culture. Trainers could be encouraged to keep
diaries in which they note cultural traits and traditional practices in their areas.
They could note plants used for medical purposes, for food, for other uses. Such
collection could eventually have a multiple benefit. It could make the most
motivated trainers experts in their local culture. Instead of becoming disilusioned
unemployed youths, the teaching might give them new perspectives for the future.
It could give people a self-confidence as bearers of a unique culture not inferior
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to others. And it would contribute to make local culture known and accessible.
This could help reducing the enormous and potentially conflct-generating gap
between urban and rural social groups. It could lastly help to overcome the distrust
of each other - of the unknown - which still exists between the urban people and
their rural compatriots in the remote rural areas.

11. This programme can, within the limitations outlined above, make a substantial
contribution to improve the position of women. Again, local knowledge is central
for carefully adapted impulses for change. In a proper context the programme can
help to make women aware of their rights, and to make men understand and
respect their wives as individuals with equal rights. The programme should
encourage men to be sensitive to women's ideas, and encourage them to generate,
express and develop new ideas. As it is now, bright common girls are often
considered "dangerous", they make men feel inferior.

Such change may eventually prove essential for taking up, little by little, more
traditionally ingrained harmful practices (circumcision, early marriage, role
patterns etc.)
Democracy teaching is a new field in which role patterns are not fixed. In such
a field it may be easier to establish in non-traditional ways new role patterns.

These may later also bear fruit in giving women - and especially the young - a
better position in their own culture.

12. Our last point of recommendation is short: DON'T EXPECT QUICK
RESULTS. If teaching democracy is to achieve meaningful change, it needs time.
This ecumenical initiative has within a short and hectic experimental period

achieved an impressive programme in Ethiopia, initial problems and shortcomings
notwithstanding. As we have shown above, we strongly believe it has a great
potential to contribute to a very basic human development. It can have consider-
able impact on development of a culture of tolerance, of sol ving problems through
discussion, not through violence.

There are many contradictions, many different ideas, many answers. But the fact
that people get into a dialogue and see the importanee of finding a peaceful way
out is essential. Yet we may see the fruit only in the future, because learning is
always a proeess.

So it needs time. We strongly believe this programme should be continued over
a longer period, over many years, eventually to be taken over by an Ethiopian
organisation and integrated into a growing Ethiopian democratie culture.

Addis AbabaJergen, May-June 1995
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Butajira April 26-29

Report on visit and encountered problems

Siegfried Pausewang
I accompanied the pedagogical evaluation team to Butajira. During the visit of the
town, discussing the programme with people, attending "ENEWEY A Y" c1asses

and discussing with people who had attende d these c1asses earlier, several
problems became visible. Partly these problems concerned the way students were
teaching: lessons became rather short, with litte or no dialogue. In at least one
case, one of the trainers sat among the public, and answered the trainers' questi-
ons. Most important were allegations from some people in town that the
ENEWEY A y teachers were mostly members of one political party, and hence, the
programme was not neutral.

When we checked this information with several people in different contexts, it was
basically confirmed, and it appeared rather probable to assume that about 75 to 80
% of our trainers were members of the governing party in the region. One
informant said that the party had in practice "hijacked" our recruitment. It was
explained to us that most of the unemployed schoolleavers actually had joined
this party about one year ago, simply because they saw in membership the only
chanee to eventually get some employment. Then the party youth seeretar got
news of our coming and informed all his young members of our plans to start a
training course. Nevertheless, even if party membership might not mean too much
in terms of neutrality, the fact that a majority was considered party members
would seriously affect the public reputation of our teaching.

After discussions with several informatns and with Isedin, our coordinator in
Butajira, I decided to stop all teaching until after the election. I did this in
consideration for our reputation: if the programme were to be considered an
initiative of the ruling party, then we could not reach people who did not belong
to it. We had done a lot to establish our religious neutrality; we should equally
protect our political neutrality, otherwise we would not reach those whom we
wanted to reach. We called a meeting of the trainers on April 28. I addressed the
meeting saying roughly the following:

We have called you together because we have observed some problems four our
teaching. First of all these problems concern the quality of teaching:
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1. Quailty of teaching is very different. While some of you have been condueting
very good dasses and discussions, in some other dasses we observed that teaching
is getting shorter and shorter, with few questions asked and little dialogue
encouraged. This is regrettable because people wil not remember what is told to
them just in a leeture. As said many times in the training: What I hear I forget.
What I see I remember. What I do I understand.

2. We also heard people from the audienee asking a very good question. Then the
trainer answered it - and the c1ass went on, the issue was forgotten. Had the trainer
asked the c1ass to answer, it could have become a very fruitful discussion.
3. We observbed one dass where one of you sat among the audienee and

answered the questions asked by the trainer. It may be a good thing to hear your
colleagues teach. Y ou can learn from one another. However, if you intervene at
all, it must be to encourage dialogue. In this case, the answers were alright, the
"correet" answers. But that ment the audienee had nothing to answer. People
would think: this one knows so well to answer, how can we who know less
participate? So his answers c10sed the discussion, they did not encourage it, but
rather discouraged people from paricipating.

4. Such problems can be solved. We can work together to improve teaching. We
wil have to do a new c1ass where you all come togetehr to improve your teaching,

your techniques of stimulating discussion. Y ou may learn new ways of creating
a stimulating atmosphere, through role plays, group discussions, and other means.

5. However, there was one problem which is more difficult to tackle, and which
concerns us much. That is, we heard already in Addis that a majority of our
teachers here were members of one political party. We did not believe it. But to
be sure, we went to check. We spent two days discussing with many different
people, and unfortunately it appears true: there is the suspicion in this town that
a majority are party members.

Now, there is nothing wrong with you being party members. It is your democratic
right to belong to any party you wish. However, if our programme is getting the
reputation in public opinion that it is not neutral, but a pary affair, then it
becomes very serious. We can not teach neutral on democracy if we have such a
label.

In our teaching it was said many times that you should not take side in political
questions. Most likely, you have been true to this demand. Most of you did their
best to avoid taking side. But the coincidence of so many party members makes
public opinion believe that the programme has taken side. So the people won't
believe we are offering a neutral democrracy teaching.

6. Some people suggested we did not have to bother about public opinion, we
could continue to teach in spite of this rumour. But public opinion is very
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important in democracy. Public opinion is in fact one of the basic instruments in
democracy. We w ant to make an impact in public opinion, want to bring
democratie values and attitudes into public opinion. We want to make an impact
on how a democratie public opinion is formed. If we get a bad reputation in one
place, it is very bad for the whole programme, in Addis, in Debre Birhan, in
W olkite, Gambela and all the places we are going to. Already the word has spre ad
to Addis Ababa. In Wolkite, people asked us to teach the same as in Butajira.
They had heard about it. What if the word of political bias spreads there too?
They might say: leave it, we don't need more political propaganda...?

7. if public opinion suspects us, how can we go on teaching? We have therefore
decided to stop teaching in Butajira until we have found a solution to this
problem. At least before the election, all teaching wil be stopped. After that, we
wil come back here and decide how we solve the problem. Please understand that
this measure is not directed against you personally. We believe you have done
your best. But in the interest of the programme, we see no other way but to stop
teaching for now.

Discussion:

The trainers asked several questions and started a debate on the issue. Some of the
major questions raised were:

1. What difference does it make? We tried our best to be neutral, indeed we were
told many times. We followed that principle as best we could. Why do you have
to punish us for public opinion?

(I answered that this was not a punishment, but that we had to protect our
reputation and therefore, we faced a problem which we could only solve in this
way.)

2. Democracy is a term considered political in itself. It is associated with many
bad things during the former regime. We have to overcome such conceptions in
our teaching. This is difficult to achieve - and we have some problems to convince
people of our neutrality.

3. How do you know we are partyy members? Who told you? Is it true? How did
you find out? It is only our enemies who tell such rumours...

4. OK - we accept the fact that the majority of us are party members. It is true.
Let us who are members resign, so that those who are not, can continue teaching.
Let them not be punished for us...

(I replied thanking them for such an offer, but refused it on the grounds that it is
anybody's democratie right to belong to a party, and they should not be punished
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for that. AIso, their resignation would not solve the problem, because only if
teaching is stopped altogether wil the public notice our reaction. It would not help
us to continue with a smaller group.)

5. We have been foregoing other job opportunities because we had this job. Now
there is no teaching - and we have lost this as well as other chances.

(I replied that we had said many times this was not a job but a civic duty, we only
paid them a token amount to encourage teaching, to allow them to devote some
time for this instead of searching other odd jobs.)

The discussion ended in agreement that it was necessary to stop. They expressed
their hope that we would come back soon after the election and solve the problem
by either training more trainers who were not pary members, or otherwise finding
guarantees for neutrality.
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1.0 INRODUCTION

TIds is an evaluation of The Ecwnenical TrainlZ Inite herefter referred to as the INITTlVE It was
cared out from the 9t of Februai 1996 to 15th Marh 1996.

The evaluation was necesitaed by the widely felt nee for an institutional diagosis of 
the Inlte, following the

initiators feeling that it was tie for them, along with the other steholders, to know what the progre mea
to the Ethiopian peple; paricularly the many peple and soial institutions it touched. But more importt, they
needed to tae stock of where the Initiv is and which dirction - in tenns of institutional development - it should
go in the immediate and distat future.

,\

These concems centr on the. impot questions of accountabilty and sttainabilty, both from the point of view
of the Europe church donor constituency and the Ethiopian progre stae-holders. The ensuing progrme
review is, therefore, conceived as an evaluation from the institutional-development viewpoint and not necesly
from impact assessment angle.

1.1 Terms or Reference

The tenns of reference set out to guide this progrme review entailed the following:

a) an in-depth assessment of the politicaVpolicy environment as an importt aspect of the

precariously unfolding political dispensaion.

b) an asment of the institutional competence and progrme perfonnance of the Initive since
its inception

c) an understad ing of the Initels potential sustainabilty

d) a realistic projection of the institutional charcter that the I"ituiive should asurne if it is to

maximise its comparative advantae in tenns of 
the required institutional competence

e) a detennination of the institutional-development nee of the l"iJve and the prospetive seope

of programe activities.

f) Suggestion as to the kind of organisational sbicture that the InÍÛtive should have in order to

optimise operaional effciency.

From the above it is fairly obvious that impact assement was not meat to occupy a centrl position in the
evaluation exercise. Prgrme perfonnance asessment wil, however, marginally touch on impact issues and

problems but not substatively deal with it as a speific objective. '
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1.2 Methodolo2V

The outputs and reuirements outlined in the tenns of reference and the proc neeed to achieve the objectives of
the review reuire that the infonnation nec for the instituti~nal auditing of the 1"lte be generate
though a "treuu" approach. The implied methodology consisted of:

a) Doumenta acquaintance with the history, mandate, mission, objectives and scope of
progrme activities of the I"ite

b) Radomly sapled interview schedules with the projec implementors, taget grups, the cntical
elements . of the Ethiopian civil soiet e.g. the mainstr churhes, cognate NGOs, accesible
Etiopian goverent offcial, opinion leaer and opposition paries.

c) Collationlanalysis of the infonnation gathered and verifying them against the information

generate from interviews with the progrme personneI.

d) Wnting of the report. :.
r

Together, the above complementa proedure, provided the reuire frework for the investigations which
make up this evaluation.

The enquir used several focus-groups as infonnants.lt was found to be espeially more rewarding to interogate
the stories they told in the long interview sessions than to interogate the sources themselves. The infonnation thus
assembled was tringulated,i.e., venfied or validated against those obtained through other sources and method.
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2.0 BACKGROUN

The Horn of Africa has ben a scene of endemic conflcts thoughout this dece. Ethic, sub-thic and religious

conflicts have seen the peples of the region and their emergent national st either pitt agaist one another or

intemally dismembere. As the intemaVextemal stfe and the accmpaying horors exploded into the
international media stage and staed to atct sypathetic atntion frm the outside world, concems for relief and

asiated humanitaan assistee was immediatly generated. A longer-tinn concern for a peceful Mure in the
region, however, introduced a.wider perspective; the main plank ofwhidi place due acent on democratisation of
the various political cultures of the region, not only as a critical aspet of both the fledgling pece process but also
as a principle tak in civic empowennent endeavours within and among the varous peples of the reion.

In the cae of Ethiopia, initial concern was with the democratic trsition from one-par rule to a multi-par

democray. The entailed political proess was not expeted to be without conflctual raificaions of conflctual
nate. Potential ethic antagonisms and atendat conflctual meas of addring them provided a tentative shape

to the pe-building agendataks which had to tae account of 
the short-tenn horin of the impending elecions.

Inovative mea of crting the much neeed political spae for intimate and pece-eancing encounters
increasingly bee the reliable meaur of the peace building potential of whatever intervention the group would

eventually put in place. 8uch a proactive invesbnent in peceful and sustained conflct trsfonnation neeed to
adclss problems of cross-cultural incompetenre. !n this way the portentously narw space of confidenee which
had lodged itselfbetween par-political and ethnic groups could be broadened and the conceptsand impulses that

had hitherto organised their thinking about power poitively humanise. Only then could the rapant spirit of
confrontation and widesprd political polarsaion be contained within the logical frework of a democratically
mandated proces of change.

2.1 The.Dolitical disDensation

The strtegic challenges of the above concern seemed to arse from and presuppose the conflcting demands of a

political situation which was increasingly gaining in preiousnes day by day. Instead of striking multiple roots
in the soil of post-EPRDF conquest, democtic pluralism was speedily sclorotising into what has become a
political manifestation of a disasous logic of intolerace and exclusion. The democratically anaemic legacy
bequeathed it by the previous regime seemed to stil haunt the emergent institutional levers of democraic con 

tro i

and rendering them incapable of stabilsing the fledgling democraic spirit. The provisional governent which had
been set up in 1991 and which had enjoined upon itself the onerous, though ehallenging, tak of democratising the
Ethiopian political institutions apped to renege on the key promises it had made. With its alloctive effciency
and distrbutional equity increasingly compromised, the EPRDF govef1ent strve to ensure hegemonic and
authoritaian stability anchored mainly by the potential for inter-ethnic conflcts. The main conflct sites which
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defined the public arnas for all sort of inter-ethic gripe raged frm lack of penn 
it for the opposition paries to

meet their followers, harment of potential opposition cadidate for inter-ethnic the impending elections. The
making of a low key civil war was in the offng. This seemed to incree the possibilty of the marinalised
opposition paies abadon ing the constitutional method of negotiating their politica interets and embracing the
only remaining option: that of taing up ans and settling it in the battle-field.

80th the Southem People's Democraic Coalition (SPOC) which brought together sever smaU ethnic paes in the

southem region and which had until 1992 worked closely with the EPRDF governent, and the All Amhar
People's Organisation (AAPO) which' had also be fonned in rection to riots purprtedly instigated by the

governent against Amhar people felt increaingly fhstrted. Corrspodingly the ethnic constituencies of these
implacably antaonised paries staed to feel alienated from the mainstram political proces. With the varous
political positions so exclusively entrched and the attendat political-progratic acions so defensively
dermed the chances for a democtic renstrction of the Ethiopian political infrtrctu were gettg remoter

and remoter. The opportnities for re~investing democraic sovereignty in the soial envirent of the Ethiopian

state were equally getting lost in the widesprea mist of distnst and suspicion. This was harly the staff of which a
democraic political proces toward rensolidation and peacefiil coexistence between the varous seions of any
given society could be made. To be sure, it was a fonnidablechallenge for a renewed effor at civic pacification of
a society going through similar fate as the Ethiopian. was: And deliberae measures needed to be taen for the
worsening situation to be arted and a new pat cut towar a pecefuVdemoeratic reconstrction of the
Ethiopian political institutions.

~

r

2.2 Mandate

A group of European church aid organisaions woring in the Hom of Afrca having ben seriously concemed
with the nec to help Ethiopia conduct a peful National General Elections decided to prepa the Ethiopian

populace for a democrac elections and to monitor the sae with a view to ensurig that the elecion itself fulfilled
democraic reuirments. Having faled to seur accreitaion for the exercise, they settled for a much more
onerous concem: to contrbut to the cron and maintenance of a space of confidence betwee the key actors and

staeholders in the preous political proc,then 100m 
ing behind the election-horizon. More parcularly the

group (o(European church agencies) concçì,ied itslf with the potentially volatile electora interaction between
ethnically-based political movements which were just about to cut their eye-teeth in Ethiopia's 1st multi-par
elections. The main aim was to ensure that the May 1995 parliamenta elections were coducted pecefuUy and,
therefore, under reonably equal and secu~ conditions. Withelecion oberation mandate having ben excluded
from the group's portfolio, voter trining had remained the only meas by which the ¡'nitiatil'~~'q main aim could be
realised.

The above concems wedge out into a mandate, the visionar pretext and practical taks of which needed fuer
and more in-depth ariculation. Time and expertise were, however, not on the side of the lniive This

notwithstading, the lnite managed to ariculate its compartive advantae vis-a-vis the other civic
empowennent options by organ ising its mandate around a more pronounced concern for civic education among
grasroots communities as opposed to ABUGIDA'S bias in favour of and concentrtion on civil servants, state co-
operation workers as taget groups.
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2.32 Vision

The urgency with. which the project was improvised and the underlying strategies roughed out, together with the
fluidity of the then raidly unfolding political dispensaion, constituted not the most auspicious frework wihin st
which to etch the distinct outlines of a vision, the progrmatic focus and philosophical underpinings of which
could light the path of the initiative in question. In any ca, if there was to be a vis 

ion, it would have had to reflect

the original mandate of the lnitUle i.e., election monitorig. This was, however, no longer the ca as the
obtaining political conditions had dictated.

From the founding documents and asiated Iiterre, however, one is able not only to discem the basic elements
of avision but also to constnct a montae, the visionar implication of.which (for purpse ofthis evaluation), ca
be considered as constituting a vision. The main elements of 

the vision 50 constncte ar:

. That Ethiopia was and, in fat, is stil going through a ~ing moment in its long history in smh

of a democratically viable nationhoo
~.

. The proes towar nationh was and is stil frght ~ith contrictory ince in regard to
the national, nationality and Ethiopian peoples quesiôós seking answers as to the possibilty of
non-hegemonic coxisence among the varous ethic groups (constitutionalism)

. The nee to develop a democratically vibrat civil society in a multi-cultul setting and, a long
with it, a political infrtncture which allows for non-hegemonic coexistence of ethic groups.
In short: "a demand conversion" proces between the emergent political system and its social
environment which reore 50vereignty to its consituent elements frm the interest sUictu of
the corrponding civic coituencies.

. . Incred caacity for peful Settlement of conflcts though democratic use of all available

instents of policy discur e.g. though political paies, focl community grups, civic

asiations etc. Such caacity is all the more reuire to deal with the contrdiction-frught
historical process which acts as a background condition for "denationalization" and

"renationalisation", paricularly in recognition of the varous forces which ar at the moment
etTective in emptying, arhing over and possibly replacing the sovereignty of the Ethiopian

peples.

2.4 Tare:et GroDDs

The lnitUJtive was tageted at the semi-organised rul population which, in the considered opinion of the

programe implementors, had the leat chance of ever getting exposed to civic empowennent of such an
orientation. Budgeta constraints, in addition to unavailabilty of qualified personnei, were to detennine the
regional distribution of both trining and leaming sessions, leave alone the num 

ber of people to be subjected to the

above leaming/trining processes.

Apart from children below 18 year of age, priority was given to:

. Faners

. Rural unemployed
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· Rural workers

· Housewives

. Youth (above 18 year of age)

For the trining oftriners gender balance has ben given speial consideration; paricularly with regard to the tak
of detennining who wil undergo the reuird trining.

2.5 Proe:ramme Activities

The progrmme activities of the lnit;ve consisted mainly and alm ost exclusively of:

a) teaching of prospetive triners

b) actual civic education trining

The following statistics wil show, in graphie detaiIs, the number Qf trining hour, n~mber of people,
trinedltaught and the trining sites across the countr. .\
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TRAINING ACROSS THE COUNTRY

TRING SITES MALE FEMALE TOTAL NO.OF 

TRAINEES TRAINEES TRINES

l. Addis Ababa 63 39 102

2. Butajira 69 32 101

3. Wolkte 41 7 48

4. GambeIla 28 L 29
.' -:

r

5. Debre Biran 53 14 67

6. Endibir 33 12 45

7. Nazt & Environs 19 17 36

.

8. Awassa 12 12 24

TOTAL 318 134 452
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PARTIClPANTS IN CIVIC EDUCATION

TEACHING SITES MALE FEMALE TOTAL

I. Addis Ababa 5046 6678
-

Il 724

2. Butajir 15357. 10112 25469

3. Debrebiran 11718 4495 16213

4. Wolkite 10308 6800 . .r 17108

5. GambeIla 2920 2026 4946

6. Awas 3980 2681 6661

7. Nazt & Environs 5720 4878 10598

8. Endibir 8595 6323 14918

TOTAL 6364 43993 i 07637
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3aO EVALUATION

The strtegic challenges of the Initiatie were such that there was nee to . methodologically anticipate the

peagogical as well as the didactic options and requirments of the intervention. This in turn, was dictated by the
speific political dispositions and civic as well øs Iitera caacities of the taget groups.

Firt, aparicipatory approach was preferred to the lectu method. This involved placing the leaer at ~e centr
of the civic-educationàl experience. Leaming activities were faciltated through the us of teaching kits . Thes

were appropriately tailored to problematize speific issues in the context of the democratic needs of the Ethiopian
society. Role-playing has ben widely used øs a meas of actively involving the taget groups in. the leaing
proces and also affording them opportnities for a udryrun" go at democratic practice in different social and
Iivelihoo situations.

Visits to the civic educational sites revealed that a. balanced mixtu of lectu and "tutorial" method was us to
ensur that the leaing subjects brought their experience into the ieag proes - by asking, discusing and
challenging idea put forwar. On a didactic level, the approach wøs indùctve. It 'was shap by the potentials of
high incidence of iliterac~ among the rul population frm which the bulk of the parcipants ar drwn. Under
the rubric: ENEWEY A Y the tree ar oroa to tae uDtheir civic educaion ashinrnenL Occaional
suoervision bv the Droiect oersnnel from Addis Abaa ensur that 2tOSS deviations from the stereotved
approach is corrte before it bemes a routinizd pratise.

,

3.1 Evaluative review ofthe.Dolitica situation and mandate

The mai fea of the stelv unfoldin!! oolitica situaton in the countr hàve not exoerience anv dimible

chan!!es. Critica but cations apv. both amon!! the !!enera ooDulaton and parcularlv withii the relatvelv

mar!!inalised oolitica clas is increin!! in proportion to the dirinishing options for effective intervention. Ethic
federaisaion as a oolicv intrent uncomDromisin!!lv adoDted bv EPRDF. havin!! unleahed Dreictale inter-

ethic readilients in the sDhere of ernDloyment. commerce. natonal reurce re-a1locon etc.. constitute a

fudaenta sour of tuulent uncerttv amon!! manv EthioDian. Not that it is bein!! oercived as outrght
counterproductive. It is the maner in which it is tentatively oerceived as being iI-euiDoe with meaes
eniovin!! pre-emDtive caacitv to asuage the soial frtu it is likelv to Drovoke amon!!. Ethiopian oeDle:

paricularlv those who reel force to make diffcult adiusbnents in resoet to choice of residence. choice of
nationalitv and lan!!uue to soe.

The EthioDian civil soietv. in its hitherto vibrat relation to a sin2le "national" sta has stil to !!et us to deali2
with a double-laver stae authoritv and a multi-aoe federisaon of st authorities. this new disoenson itslf

doenot in anv wav wart a raical refocussin!! of vision and re-ariculation of mandae of the Ecurenica
Trainin2 InitiatIve. WhaL if at all. it mi2ht occaion is the nee to addres pece-proc irDlications of the

l DeVfloped in cOOration with ABUGIDA - a civc education oristion which ha t~n gathend some usful

exprience with civc edution courses undr the tiiile: Democracy Minenow - meaning: what is democracy?

2 .Meaning. NLet us disN in Amoign.
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proper management of the trcky dimensions of the Ethiopian "national question". To the extent that the practical

working out of the implied conflcts may not be smooth, the problematizaion of the entaled issues within a
democratic frework may turn out to be one of the most preing civic educational concerns. The aching void
which the apathetie opposition politics is thretening to create is yet another challenge which is more likely to teae
out new strgic options from the lnitiøt. But all in all, the mandate - as it had ben dermed at the inception of

the progrme - should stay its cours and only, where necessa, should the reuir adjustments be made. One
thing is, however, èertin: the Initive wil need to refocus and revitalise its mandate to fa the future of
federalise ethnic Ethiopia in turbulent and uncertin mileu. It wil have to do this frm witin the intert

strcture of sovereign civil societies of the Ethiopian peples. The centrepiece of such a refocus vision wil be
the systematie promotion of the nght of all Ethiopians to self-detennination within the frework of a
democratically mandated political community that is founded on the oile of law and endowed with the capacity for
durable pece under a democratic order.

3.2 Review of Vision

Intensive discusions with a cross-setion of the Ethiopian political clas?coupled with extensive interviews with
keen observers of the Ethiopian hisonca scne have conrired the impreions which fonned the basis for the
visional inclinations of the lnite.

The history of conquests and counter-conquests is behind Ethiopia's currept national composition. The historical
development which took place in the latter par of the 19th century have been cmcial in the unfolding
contempora Ethiopia. The Ethiopian state that emerged from the Amhar and Tigri conquests and counter
conquests drew into its perennially conteste goveming jurisdiction a vast num 

ber of ethic groups with different

political trditions, languages and cultu. According to the natural dictate of commerce and a deliberate policy

of homogenisaon, the underlying multi-ethicit was denied visible reflection in the politica strctu on

national or regional leve is.

The EPRDF gòvernent has set in motion a precaous but theoretically sound national project which is aimed at

perfonning a high-wire trck, the histoncal substaee ofwhich should bnng abaut amultiple trsition:
. from Mengitsu's dictatorship to democracy

. from a unita nation stte to democratic federalism

. from a succesive history of war to a peace process

. from linguistic hegemony to multi-Iingualism

The underlying transition is fought with contrictions. The contrdictions by acting as a background condition for
denationalization and possible renationalisation; are posing an importt set of political challenges: the urgent need

to furnish the tracherous trsition process with legitimacy, accountabilty and broadbased (ppular) support.

The challenge to the strtegy of creating a democratic Ethiopia made up of the confederated states of ethic
Ethiopia is increasingly gathenng critical voices from many sections of the Ethiopian society. The fea for
hegemonic coexistence between the various Ethiopian nations, nationalities and peples is theatening to plunge
Ethiopia into yet anotherperiod of civil unrest caused by lack of mutual confidenee in the democratic process in
general and among the varous ethnic groups in paricular. Therein lies the preing need for. an all-inclusive
process of inter-ethic goowil and peaceful mea of getting out of the transitory confuion. Only with
incredible optimism and fantay ca one imagine that the tak of tid 

ing Ethropia over the present implosive fre

of politics can be left to the reigning bureaucracy. The civil society and its democratic instituions and

organisations needs to move into the arena ofpublic policy discourse in order to stabilse the volunta identity of

the Ethiopian NGO community as a clear foundation of popular sovereignty. This needs widespread civic
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empowerent thgh symatic èxpo to andprctice of pee-building and democc plurism. Civie
educaon, ba on co meof caing it out amunts to a proctve investment in suined confiet
management and non-heemonistic coexisten betwn Etiopia's ethnie grups. For eivil soiety, with its
grrots supprt sy, to for a demc politica wil an to iocre its peilding caities the
netwrk reur of sever civic intion will ne to be mobilse to popularse democrae eultu; since

. "when there is a batle beeen abeor an alligator wha delmes the victor is the terain" .

The ttition to disiton of deocic acti will always be more than mer 
ly uncondtional loyalty within

cultully prebe eommunities of intere. . It mus involve th pepeive that is relat not only to the shag

of exprience with actu "othen" over time, but also the tentative sharg of all. In this pepetive, the

identification with th nation as a nation of will is justified on strietly democraic lines: a higher-or lower raing
identification of national collecve consiolles is desirle not beus th parieular contigent natonal
substr in itslf rerets a higher goo bu only beus the political community constute as a naton ca

gutee those rights of politica pacipaon that - if at all - corrponds to the modem democtic ideas. Only a
. well-thught out political ed which ad the paieular as well as univer demrae nee of all
Etopian peple ca gutee pe an baiç hwn rights for all Ethiopian.

3.3 Review of Pro2lme Actiities

.r

Given the shoeg budget with whieh the Initiative has run its progrme, one is bound to appriate the har
work and dediCaion that went into brging out the eneouring results in the field. The regional eoverage wa
more than adequae, considerig th size of th budget line dedicaed to the exercise. So is the agegate number of
tree and leaers.

With re to didac effecen it wa my obon that the tring of techrs (TOn cod have opera
attwo mutuly reinoring leveis. . Th fi level, in my eosidered opinion,should have involved lec cmn

tutoral aprohe; eig whic ti the tehe ttee would be expose to a syate underding of baic

priples of eivi educon an coing didaClpeogie skils neeed for thir preparion as prospeive
civie educato. Th se level should have involved workhop - or se-ty leag proceses whch
usually give the leaer more rensibilty in seking lId organising relevat knowledge. This approaeh is more

th likely to incr thir knowledge acing caaeity ane: didaetie competenee. To sueh seminar or workhops

eould be invited expe in vaous ar of adult/civie educaon, peee management, gender politics and lobbying

(as vehicle of democe action or dei pro between political sysms and their social envirnments). Only
thugh sueh trangulat aph ca they shar their eonceptual tools and pratical eivie skils to the reuir
level of effecivenes.

At preent the Initate us the seice of arelatively pennanent group of teehers. This has has the potential of

involving overhead-cst implicaions which ar altogethr not qiete reponsive to the wea resoure base of the

IniJtive: as their numbe increes with the expaion of the progre, their reuneration wil exert an
impossible budget demand on th oranison an with that the deteriortion of its proe penonnanee. It
is, therefore, my suggesion that, in futu,th be drwn from a pol of expe who ar identified on the basis of
their proven expeen an coitment to civie empowerenl Their seice should only be engaged when and

if reuir. Before engag them, however, th should be subjected to workhop/seminar experienees at whieh

ocions, they should be systematcally sensitized to the organisation's mandate, vision and civie educaional

strtegies. This should be intende to attne thm to the oranisaion's eivie intervention eultu and sttegies.

Over-steretyin and, to some extt, reularse us of teehing materals as is mildly retlected in eurnt
stadard teahing kits is likely to prouce th adver effect in the way of a monotonous routie. With the
divenificaion of th civic-leaer c:ents or entr points, their eivie-leaing nee will corrpondingly var -

occaioning the nee to diverify th civiclemate as well as peogicldidatie nee of the leaing experienees.
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The prent practice of conducting regular clases on paicular sites should also be discoured as it is not in
keeping with the organisation's intention to extend its coverae to all the pa of the countr. Ther is Iittle chance

for the preent concentrtion of teachingllearing activities in the Nazeth to find the reuire replicaion all over
the countr: the teaching load would be too heavy a buen for the I"itve to be paicularly frm the point of

view of the reoure capacity require for the exercise. Ideally, th teaching sites should be chose on the basis of
their proximity to and appropriateness (facility-wise) for speific taet grups. Thes should not be compose of
pennanent paricipants. The preset approach. though ea to monitor and evaluate, is frught with the dagers of
steretyyand, therefore, pedagogically untenable monotony - both teaching materials as well as leaing
experiences.

It is recommended that, in futu, the progrme acvities be planed within a time-fre in order for the

progre to be executed in more systematic maner. In such a plan, each project item should have aset .
objectives along with the expected outcomes. This will a1low for ea evaluation when and if it bemes nec.
Among the new progre activities that should be included in fu progres ar: lobbying skils\ and

networking capacities. Thes fonn an esential par of civic empowerment and should be a neces complement to
the tak of raising civic awanes among any taget grups. A civic soiety jus emerging frm many yea of
disempowerment needs to be equipped not only with the knowledge about its rights and roles in society but also
with the advocacy capacities and lobbying skils with which to give political significace to its conscientisation.

.f

3.4 Review of Methodolo2V

As has been broached elsewhere in this evaluation, the pedagogical effciency of the approach preferred by the
InÏ1iative has ben ensured though paricipatory methodology. It has, however, ben slightly compromised at the
level of trining of teachers, where I would have preferr to see more workhop -ty leaing processes
encoured. Under such learing conditions, opportity for problematiing democraic concepts and discusing
them in the context of Ethiopian political-cultu context would improve the didactic effciency of the teachers
when they finally go out to impar their knowledge to the taeted sections ofEthiopian society.

3.5 Review of Tare:et GroDDs

The I"üiative has very valid reasons for setting as its taget groups the schoolleavers as triners and the rural youth,
women and men as the learing subjects. Interviews with other NGO's involved in civic education confined that
there are no other civic Initiatives that have tageted the sae social groups for systematic civic educa,tion. This
gives the InüUltive a clear compartive advantage, which needs to be consolidated and, possibly, enriched.

The advantage is, however, compromised by the fact that the paricipaDts are radomly drwn from the "universe"
of an undefined population. In most cases only a few of them are engaged in any politically significat social
activities. With this kind of taget groups it is relative 

ly diffcult to meaure the impact of ones intervention other

than though indirect indicators e.g, eleciomi. The point is that they lack social-practical opportities for the

practice of the social-democratic skils acquired though civic education.. To minimise the adverse effects of
"trining soldiers without an ary" , as the saying goes, the I"itiative should compile an inventory of reliable

catchment social groups such as EDlR, OKUB and other community organisational units and use them as entr
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points for civic empowennent. But over and above these catchments, the selection ofthose wh should be subjected
to civic education should be a fution of clealy set out objecives of a paicular progr activity and the
expeted outeornes; not just anybo randomly availng himselflerself for the civic educational expeenc.

13
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4.0 INSTITUTONAL OPTIONS

The prent intitutional make-up of the ecumenica Civic Educaional !nlttle has be shap by a long-dwn

indecision as to what should beome of the progr. This is parly the reult of the miscage of its origial

miss ion in the face of the radically changed operaional conditions as ocasioned by Ethiopian governents
reluctace to grt pennission to the ETI to monitor the elections.

The progre reeived seing suppo frm Eurpe Churh aid orgisations in Denmar Gennany, Norwy

and Sweden. A co-rdinatig grp of churh aid agencies operating in the Horn of Afrca saw the lnit kick

off; initially as a voter trining prome, th main purse of which wa to contrbute to the crtion of a "space
of confidence" among the vaious etnic and religious grups and to ensur that all the difft ethically based

political movements in Ethiopia paricipat in the May Parliamenta elections under seur and equal conditions.

Under th Initial mandate, there wa no re to hàve the lnit reglstere under GO regitron Act. This
was, in par due to the eper charte .of the operaional ta asiated with its mandate and tied to a

paricular electoral pro. With th subsent shift of fo, in favout of civic education, and in puruace of a

much more genlise mandate, th queson of institutional fonnality pr to th tap of the operational agenda
For over a yea this issue has be kept in abeyace,peding some har decisions which would have to be made
after the Initiaiv progre peonnance wil have ben ased and. found to give indications as to its
potentials.

It is now over a yea since Dr. Yac Haile-Maram to chare of 
the progre. As to how the progre has

perfonned since th and the releva of its mada in repet to the ongoing political dispensation in Ethiopia is
the subjec of a differet seon of this evauaon. It wil~ however, suffce to mention, but only in paing, th the
mutually complenenta quesons alluded to abvè, have ben anwere in the affnnatve from the findings of theevaluation. .
Extensive intervews with certain key player in th civic education and human rights scene in Etiopia have

revealed that the lnitiaJe enjoys an almost exclusive compartive advantae in repet to the speificity of its
taget group and, uniquenes of its approch to civic education. _ On this basis alone, the progre deserves
susining; leavig the quesion as to what intitutiona fonn it should asume to be answre as follows:

4.1 Ecumenical oriei.or the 1NITIATIV

There is no doubt that the ecumenical beginnings of this progrme was the bet thing that could have happened to
an Initiatie that neeed to cut its eye-tooth on a manda in repet of which the thre major churhes in Ethiopia
held conflcting attitudes.This has found unistaable expre 

ion in the dily daIlying and endles equivocation

with which the Catolic church, the Ethiopian Orodox church, and to same extent, Mekae Yesus responded to
the request for an ecumenical-institutional anchor.

From the interviews conducted with the sae churhes it sems fairly obvious that findig an appropriate
ecumenical accommodaton within the institutional frework of the above churches wil be a tall order if not a
trcky underting. This however, doe not me that the lnltUle in its new fonn, should abandon altogether the

use of strctu which th abve churhes, either individually or collectively, can provide in the way of access to
their numerous congrgations. My suggestion,-bas on the infonnation gaterd durg interviews with the varous
churh organisations, is that with a new independent institutional identity, each one of them (churches) should be
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approached (separte 
ly) with a view to securing their respetive commibnents to avait their grrots comrunities

and their extensive network ror civic education when and ir round necessa. It is fuer suggested that over and

above the Christian churches mentioned above, the Muslim church should as a matter or necessity be drwn into
equally eloser working relationship. The new organisation's boar of direclors should inelude repreentatives from
all the major churhes in Ethiopia in addition to other key players in Ethiopian civil society.

4.2 lnstitutional Identitv

I have observed elsewhere that the progre nee fuer support as a distinct Civic EducationallnitUltilie. I
now stae that such lnituiiv ca only be viable ir its instilotional identity enjoys the support or offcial reognition
by the relevant authorities as a NGO. Discusions withthe progre persnnl havedrawn my atention to the
rollowing mutully exclusive options.

4.2.1 As a remandatedAd Hoc Peace Conue

'.

The Ecwnenica Train lnitiv shar a lot ofthings with the Àd Hoc Peace Comritt. For intace,
both share the vis ion ror Etiopia as had ben oudined ealier in this evaluaion. They also share personal

comribnent of certin individuals in die persons of Dr. S. Nonnar, who put in an iIustrous effort to see
both lnitiatives see the light orday, and Dr. Jacob Haile-Mariam who has served bothorganisations in the
capacities of a director. My attention has also ben drawn to their overlapping and muloally

complementa mandates; which renders it an eay tak to accommodate one into the other and vice versa.

Giventhat the Ad hoc Committee's mandate has lost operational cacity, it makes a lot or sense to
suggest that the Ecumicl Training lnit, tae over the intilotional infrtnctu which ar

presently under-utilse an which ar likely to ga to wate. All that such a change-over wil reuire is for
AHC board members to met and sanction' the replacement or persnnei at the civic education progres
of the ecumenicallnit.

4.2.2 With a new Reeistration

In the event that the above option hits an insunountale snag in repet to pulling though the tae-over of
Ad Hoc Peace Comrittee then my recomrendation would be that the progre imediately seeks

fonnal registrtion with the appropriate government authority. This should be done under a name that
befits its refocused mandate and.paricularly ane that catu the essnce orits compartive advantae in
the increasingly competitive maret of civic intervention InitUltives. Interviews with same of the

incumbent omcials of the Initiatiiie revealed that few obstaeles are envisaged should this option remain the
on ly feaible way ofkeeping the initiative alive.

4.3 On!anisational Structure

The Initiat/ve requires a lean but effective administrtive stnctue. Top in the administrtive organisational
stnclore should be the Board of Directors consisting of 7 voting members; preferably drawn from the 4 main~
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strea churches: Ortodox Church (I), Prtestat church (I), Catholic church (l), Muslim (I) civil society
sector(l) and business community (I) plus the Executive Dirtor in an ex-offcio cacity. The day-to-y ruing

of the organisation should be vested in the Executive Diretots Offce.For the firs two year it would be advisable
to constitute a tea of th expenenced Civi Educators, a Reprentative from the donor Churh organisaions

and a renowned Lobbyist who should help shap up the mandate and prgres of the neworanison. They

should be altemate members of the boar; but without voting powers. The exective dirtor will be the chief

accounting oRicer of the organisation. He wil overs progrme development and policy.implementing. He wil

be assisted by Progre Direcor who will design and supervis the implementaion of all the progratic
activities of the organisation. Progrme implementation wil be under the car of th Prgre Assistats

respetively in charge of:

. peacebuilding mandate

. civic educationaVadvoccy mandate

. logistics and documentation mlldate.

On the sae level there wil be a finance offcer who will look after the fmancial matters of the organisation.
Lining the grsroots constituencies with the national operational mandat wil be 14 Regional Co-rdinators.

These wiJ be the people on the grund, seeing to it that the progres reaches the intended target groups across

the Ethiopian nation. .. They wil, continuously liaise with the Progre Assistats 50 as to ensure that the
progrme is effectively and effciently caed out on the varous sile idèntified and organised for the respectiveprogre activities. .,
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5.0 NETWORK NEEDS

"In svnerfl is the stren1! of the weal". The saying has gaùed currency among many NGO's. It is in reognition

of the increaing nee for civic interventions to seek more effectiveness in the concerted effort of several like-
mandated NGO's.

Where the issues for intervention involve significat extemal political and economic forces as is the cae in many
Afrcan countres, including Ethiopia, strtegic networking is always an esential mode of action. If the aim of ETl
is to promote the development of a politically significant civil society in Ethiopia, then it should focus on two
mutually reinforcing effort: institutional support for NGO's to strngten tlir capacities for strgic thing; and

support for stric network that gutee aregular, sytematic flow of.lelevat information to all NGOs and to

provide the bais for common, collecve action. .

Information is power. Confiing it for the exclusive use by one organisaion is a sure way of concentrg power.
Sharing information spreads power and builds a community of interests. Iliitiaties aiming to build a pluralist civil
society require networking strtegies that ensure steady information flow independent of governent and industral
sector. Disserninating critical information, answering queries, soliciting input, to decision-making and developing
collective stries.

It is incumbent upon the CT, paicularly after it has formalise its existence, to sek and esblish c\ose network
relationship with other key, but also relevant, players in the civic empowerment arna. This will enable it amplify its
influence in the institutional strengtening of civil soiety in Ethiopia. It wil also help it ariqilate its compartive
advantage vis-a-vis the other organisations.
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6.0 SUMY CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMNDATIONS

i. The reonS why it wa felt that the Ecumica Traning I"ituive should engage in civic education as a
meas of strgtening Etiopian civil soiety in reiness for. building all-inclusive democtic politica
intituons ar vaid toay as they wer th yea ago.

2. The analysis and understading of the Ethiopian political scene as a bais for the monitorig of the

I"ittl's wa not only cort but aJso provided the approprial! justifcaon for the intervention. The

intervention in question, thfore, addr a re and pressing,ptblem which had come about as areult
of Ethiopia's incumbet government tring to rectu th. basic political and soial intution in

accordance with their undeding of th histrical challenges of Ethiopia's politics. With the incring
realignment of political forc, the vis ion of democratic Ethiopia might reuir new lenses and along with
them, new approaches to stbil ising ethnic relations.

3. The I"~ pr acvities have consisted maily of techin&'eaing pro. This is
nec. Such pr, however, nee to wedge out into actions of politica significace. The
practica dimension of advoc e.g.lobByig, protests etc. ne to be incorpraed into the progres.
These should come in the way of skilIs and cacities required for registring the democtic rights of the

various Ethiopian peples.

The trining of teachers nees to have a more workhop/seminar orientation than th way it is preently
being conducted. The trining.teaching sites should also spread acrs the whole countr. The activities

should also fall within a c1ealy-thought-out Time-Action-Plan. This should allow for a thematc as well
systematic orgaisaion of the leaming expeences. .

4. The soial groups tageted for civic-eucational experiences were well chosen. The choice confined the

compartive advantage of the Initiative. More cae and deliberateness should, however, go into

detennining the speific catchment (sodal) arenas from which the prospetive civic-leaing subjects

should be drawn. In future preferenee should be given to sodal actors who are likely to trslatethe civic

knowledge acquire from the progrme into social practice. The choice as to who should be exposed to
civic-eucational experiences, where it should happen and the content of the leaming process should be a

fuction ofpractical desirbilty. '

5. At the presnt stae of Ethiopia's political trsfonnation, the political proces c1early has a great need
. for developing and sustaining democratic instituions. It is only through a concerted etfort to
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cultue can thrive in Ethiopia. The Ecummkallntltlative should incorprae this empowennent agenda
into its long-tenn mandate.

i

6. Kenya has had some interting expeence civic education.Ethiopian NGOs could benefit from sharing
experiences with their Kenya counterp.The Ecummlcallnitate, in parcular should benefit from
5uch an exchange of expeences. The fir slep in that diretion should involve attching a senior oRicer
of the organisation to a paer organisation in Kenya for a month or 50. Dung this period he/she ca

shar with Kenya counterp expence in progre/projec design an manaaemenl

7. Latly the Initiative enjoys a distinct compartive advantae in the area of interention it has chosen and

thererefore, deserves the support ofthose who would like to see Ethiopia's democic institutions
strengtened.

8. Initially, progre planing' and the atendant stic prearons will reuir puttingin place

Paricipatory Rural Appraisl (PRA) mechanisms and proures that wil distinguish the inittive as a
tnely Ethiopian agency for democraic trfonnation of 

the couty's political cultu.This wil ,no

doubt, require expert guidace from experienced strtegic planners drwn from the region.

1,

.;

./
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Ecumenical Training Initiative for Democracy

"ENEWEYAY"
(Let' s discuss)

Teaching kit for trainers

in democratie principles and election procedures

DEMOCRACY
\

-WHAT is THAT?-

A TEACHING PROGRAMME
OF AN ECUMENICAL ELECTION

INITIATIV E FOR DEMOCRACY

IN COOPERATION WrrH INTER AFRICA GROUP, ABuGiDa,
AD HOC PEACE COMMrrTEE AND OTRER CIVIC GROUPS IN ETHIOPIA





PART I:

LOCAL TRAmONS OF DISCUSSION

Char I - 1:

Is your family working through dicussion?

How do you arve at decisions in your faily?

Do you discuss?

Do you discuss until everyone agrees in the decision?

Does the mother paricipate?

Do the children have a right to paricipate? To what extent can children paricipate?

Do the grandparents paricipate?

Who makes the final decision? Wil decisions take adequate care of the rights of eve ry
family member?
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Char i - 2:

Which forms of discussion do you have in your community?

How does the community arive at decisions?

Which institutions do you have in your community?

Do you have Edir? Debo? Elders mediating in conflcts?

Do you have Elders courts?

How is land distributed in the community? Do you have institutions like Rist? Gada?
Ottuba? Is land distrbuted through discussion? Does everyone get his right?

Is your mosque or your church congregation a place for discussion?

if there is a problem to be solved, do these groups give every member the right to be heard?

Do they discuss until a solution is found to which all can agree? Can all get what they need?
Do you reach an agreement of all?
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Char I - 3:

Do all members have the right to participate?

Do the institutions in your vilage or kebele guarantee that all members can express their
wishes and interests ?

Also the women? the poor? the sick? the blacksmiths?

Do they protect the rights of the weak? Also the needs of the poor?

Do you have the right to be heard befnre a decision is made?

Wil your needs be taken care of? Are your rights respected?

What are your rights in the se institutions? What benefit do they give you?

Do they give you security? InfIuence? Control? Justice? Food? Food security?
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Char I - 4:

In a community, rights and responsibilties belong together .

What are your obligations and responsibilities?

What are the responsibilties of the offcers or leaders?

What are the responsibilities of ordinar members?

How are the leaders appointed? Are they elected?

What can you do if leaders tr to limit your rights?

Remember: y ou wil always enjoy only those rights which your community can enforce;
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Char i - 5:

Whom are the leaders responsible to?

Can the leaders be challenged if they decide wrongly?

Can they be made accountable if they do not follow the demands of the members?

What can you do in such case?

Can any member question the leaders?

Also the son of a blacksmith? A woman? A child? A poor old lady?

Remember: Only the demand and the control of the people can widen the space for your
rights and for discussion.
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Char 1-6:

How are conficts between a majority and a minority resolved?

Whathappens if there are different opinions?

How are conflcts resolved?

through discussion where everyone voices his or her views?

Do you discuss until all agree on a solution?

Do the elders make a final decision?

Do the offcers make a final decision?

Do you decide by a vote on a final solution?



Char i - 7:

What can you do if your rights are not respected?

Could it happen that you feel you are right but do not get your right in the meeting, and have
to accept a decision by the community?

What is more important: that you get your right or that the community agrees on a
solution?

What can you do if your right is not accepted?

What can you do if your needs are not met by the community?

Appeal to the community?
move to another community?
take to violence?
accept the community decision, adjust to what you are given?
other solution?

Remember: Some conflcts can not be sol ved without compromise.
Compromise and consensus are important if you want conflcts to be solved
through discussion, not through force.



. Char I - 8:

What can you do if soneone else's rights are not respected?

If some other person does not get what he or she needs - if someone is treated badly by the

community, is it your responsibilty to help her or him?

What can you do to help?

What help can you give?

Wil you stand up and argue against the community decision?

Wil you tr to give food or shelter to the one you feel has been unfairly delt with?

. Remember: The rights of the community can never be more than the protection they give
to the rights of the weak and the lowest individuals.
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Char I - 9:
What is democracy?

Would you prefer to live in a community where one leader decides everything for you?

Or do you prefer to be inc1uded in discussions before decisions are made? Even if it gives
you responsibilty for the decisions reached?

Do you prefer a community where people live and work together in unit 
y? Where problems

are always sol ved by discussion, not by violence? Where everybody is inc1uded and

respected as a member?

Do you want to live in a community where every person hads rights which are respected by
all? Also the women? the poor? the blacksmiths...?

Such a society is called a democracy. The word "Democracy" has been misused a lot. But
its real meaning is a society which solves problems through discussion, not violence; and
which is guided by the wil of the majority, while it protects the rights of minorities.

if you want to live in a democratic society, it is your responsibilty - together with all other
people - to make your own community more democratic.

Democracy is never perfect. Only the people's effort to improve it makes it more democratie.
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Char I - 10:

What makes goo democracy?

Which principles shall our peasant friend Debele write on the blackboard?

(Ask the people and write down what they suggest. Some examples are listed below.
They should not be read to the audience, but could be used to stimulate discussion and
phantasy. )

Equal influence for all?
Care for all members?
Accountabilty of leaders?
Paricipation of all members?
Right of influence for each individual?

Rights of the opposition?

Protection of minority rights?
Others?
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PART Il:

WHAT is DEMOCRACY ?

Char IL - 1:

In a democracy, only the people are sovereign.

Who gives Government its powers?

God? The militar? The nobility? Tradition? The people?

How can a state be made to work in a democratic way?

Can the practice of the edir - the debo - gada - rist - elders courts - be transfered to larger
decisions in larger numbers of people?

- in the vilage? in the woreda? in the region? in the entire country?

Can everybody be sharng responsibilty for all decisions?

How can decision makng be delegated withoug eroding the principle of shared responsibility?



Char Il - 2:

Democracy is the rule by majority.

In case of different opinions, who decides?

- The Government? the majonty? the minonty? the leaders? the elders? Why??

In democracy, should the people do what the Government orders?

Or should Government do what the people demand it to do?

How can the people make sure the government does what they expect it to do?

Who is sovereign in a democracy?

How can leaders be found who are as much responsible to their members as those of the edir
- but on state level? How can accountabilty to all the people of the country be assured?

Remember: In a democracy, government is based on the wil of the people.



Char Il - 3:

Are there lImits to the decisions of a majority?

Can a majority decide to take the land from the minority?

Can they take their houses?

Can the majority chase a minority away? Expell them from their community??

Can the majority decide to kill a minority?

The rights of the minority are protected, and can not be overruled by a majority .
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Char Il ~ 4:

Which rights do all people have - even the poor - the weak - the sick - the blacksmiths?

A right to life? A right to food? a right to land?
a right to shelter?

a right to health care? a right to assistance?

a right of free speech?
What other rights?

Who has to help old aged people who can not help themselves?

Does the community have an obligation to help them? Or relatives? The state??

The basic humanrights are guaranteed, and can not be overruled by a majority.
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Char Il - 5:

What means a "free and fai" election?

How are leaders chosen in a democracy?

Can government decide on who wil be elected?

How can government assure that their candidates are elected?

Can the police tell you whom to elect?

Who can you ask for advise on whom to elect?

Free and fair elections are a basic procedure of democracy.

Remember: Y ou have a right to secret voting. Insist in your secret vote, and make sure
there is a place where you can mark your ballot without any person seeing
you.



Char Il - 6:
I.

Does a tanner have the same rights as a teacher?

Does a woman have the same rights as a man?

Which rights has a leader, but not an ordinar peasant?

Which rights has a child, but not a grown-up?

Which rights has a grown-up, but not a child?

Does a Christian have the same rights as a Moslem?

as a Penticostalist? A non-believer??

Equality before the law means respect to all races, religions, and social groups.

Remember: Each adult person has the right to decide on his or her religion.
If one converts to another religion, this may cause conflct in the family.
Also such conflcts should be sol ved by peaceful discussion and not by force.
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Char Il - 7:

Democracy is the rule of the law

Some things you are not allowed to do - for example stealing, hurting your neighbour,
damaging his house...

Why not? What prevents you from doing so?

The bible? The Quoran? Your conscience? The law?

Are there also things the Government is not allowed to do?

Is it allowed to kill its own people? To take their houses? To arest people?

What is it that limits the power of government?

The courts? The law? The constitution? The people?

How can the people limit the power of government?

Remember: The power of a democratie government is limited by the Constitutionò
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Char Il - 8:

Here you see a forest with many different trees and animals and flowers. They all live

together, with the same rights. Would the forest be the same if one kind were missing? Is

it good to have so many different trees and animals and flowers in the forest?

In human societyalso there is much difference. People have different professions - they are

wealthy or poor - Amara or Oromo or Afar - have light skin or dark - are tall or short.

Is it good to have so many different types of people? Should all be equal?

Social, poliical and religious plurality is a strength, not a handicap in democracy.



Char 9:

All this is par of democracy.

What can you do to make it work?

Do you have a responsibilty for democracy?

The picture shows people building a house. Maybe it is a debo.

If one of them does a bad job, the entire house wil be a bad house - the roof leaks, the wind

blows though it..

How can you make sure everyone does a good job and fulfis his duties in democracy?

Democracy is your personal responsibilty as an individual.
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Char Il - 10:
Democratie government is based on a division of powers.

A burchimma stands on three feet. 50 does Government: it rests on the parliament, that
is, the legislative, makng laws - the judges, who apply the law and decide on individual cases
- and the administration, ruling the countr by the law.

They check each other - and are all bound by the constitution.

If one leg is longer, the burchimma is not standing firn. It can not stand on one foot only.

Is government the same?

What happens if government wants to order the judges on what to rule?

Is a good opposition necessar for democracy? What does opposition add to government?
Choice? Vision? Ideas? Critical vigilance? Alternatives? Problems for the government?

A government without opposition is like a man wanting to shave without a mirror:
he wil easily make a mistae, cutting and hurtng himself, as he can not watch the

result while shaving.



PART ILL

YOUR RIGHTS - AND YOUR OBLIGA TIONS.

HOW TO ELECT GOOD LEADERS -: AND MAKE THEM ACCOUNTABLE

Char III - 1:

It is your responsibilty to choose the best candidate.

Why do all candidates want your vote in the election ?

How can you decide whom to vote for?

You can only vote for one of the candidates. How can you tind the right one?

Is it your responsibilty to choose the one who represents your interests, and the future of

your children best?



Char III - 2:

How can leaders in a democratic state be accountable to their citizens?

How can the principles of democracy be practiced on state level - regional and ethiopia-wide?

How can leaders be found ewho are as much responsible to their members as those uf the edir
- but on state level? .

How can accountability to all the people of the country be assured?

How can elders arbitrate if conflct arises?

What can the parliament do?

What is the role of the constitution?



Char III - 3:

As a voter you have the right to question your candidates.

How can you study the candidates, to know who represents your interest?

How can you know. what they stand for?

Is it your responsibilty to elect good leaders?

Is it your right to ask them what they stand for, and what they intend to do when elected?

Remember: Y ou are the judge on the candidates

- through your vote. Take that responsibilty serious!
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Char il - 4:

It is your responsibilty to elect good representatives.

Do you know who is a good representative?

How can you distinguish between a good candidate and a bad one?

Do you have the right not to vote?

What happens if you don't vote?

Remember: Bad leaders are elected by good voters who don't vote.

If you don't vote for a good candidate, a bad one may be eIeeted...

In your speech you pronused much.
How ar you to give people riches if elected?

First they have to vote me in.
Then, when I eat, there will be
leftovers.

You see, I am a rich man.
U I am elected my wealth will trickle down on them.

And how wilthai be?

l)



Char II - 5:

It is your responsibilty not to elect corrupt or cheating leaders. .

How can you avoid voting for a candidate who wil cheat you?

How can you find out whether a candidate wil keep his promises?

How can you make sure he is not corrpt?

How can you avoid voting for a candidate who follows only his own selfish interests?

Please, lady, can you car me over the river.
Iwill give you a rich reward.
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" Char III - 6:

It is your responsibilty to examine your candidate.

Do you have the right to question your candidates?

What questions wil you ask her or him?

What wil he do for public health?

What wil he do for peace?

What wil he do for democracy?

What does he know about people's nghts in a democracy?

Does he know the role of a good opposition?
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Char il - 7:

y our candidate is accountable to hivoters - also after the election.

What is your candidate going to do so youcan trst his promises?

Can you tell him that he is accountable to his voters also after being elected?

Can you ask him if he is wiling to rsign if he can not fulfi his promises?

Can you ask him to report to you after one year on what he has achieved?

Could you tell him you wil not vote for him again if he does not fulfi what he promised?

Remember: An elected candidate is accountable not only for those who voted for him,
but also to those in hisconstituency who voted for another candidate.
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Char III - 8:
All candidates should have equal chances.

Have all candidates in your constituency equal chances? Why not?

Do they have access to the media?
Do they have a campaign?
Are they free to meet with their voters, to explain their political views?
Are they free to express their political views?

Who decides whether a candidate's political views are acceptable in politics?

Can the government ban a candidate because he is against spending state money on schools?

Would you vote for that candidate?

Can the government ban a candidate because he says he wants to chase all mInorities out of
your region? Would you vote for that candidate?

Can the government ban a candidate because he advocates ared struggle?



Char III - 9:

Democracy means competition for leadership . and selection of the best.

If one is running alone - is he coming in last - or first?

Has he won - or lost?

Is an election without at least two candidates with equal chances democratie?

Can the voter make a responsible decision if there is only one candidate?



Char il - 10:
The Universal Dec1aration of Human Rights

The United Nations adopted in 1948 the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
It proclaims, among others, the following rights for all human beings:

All human beings are bom free and equal in dignity and rights, endowed with reason and conscience.
They should act towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood (Art. 1).

Everyone is entitled to all rights,irrespective of age, sex, race, religion, colour, language etc. The
rights of others are the limits of your rights (Ar. 2).

Everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of person (Ar. 3). No one should be held in
slavery (ArA). No one should be subjected to torture (Ar. 5) or arbitrar arest (Art 9).

Everyone has the freedom of movement (Ar. 13), of opinion (Ar. 19), and the right to work (Art. 23),
a right to a decent stadard of living (Ar. 25) and education (Ar. 26).

Everyone has duties in his community; in paricular, the duty to respect the rights of others (Art. 29).

This declaration has been adopted by the Ethiopian government since 1991 as par of Ethiopian law.
This means that all Ethiopians, also you, have the right and a responsibilty towork for making it à
living reality in your community.



PART IV:

HOW TO MONITOR DEMOCRATIC ELECTIONS

Char iv - 1:

Is there freedom of speech?

Has anyone been arested or harassed because of whatshe or he said in public or privately?

Has any candidate been threatened not to say certain things?

Have the police or militar or other security forces taken action against anyone in the time

be fore the elections, except because of criminal offences?



Char IV - 2:

Everyone has the right to discuss and participate without having reasons for fear.

Can everyone expose his ideas without fear?

Has anyone been threatened to vote for one or another candidate?

Is there anyone who has reasons to be afraid because of his (her) vote or his (her) candidacy

or speech?

Has anyone been arested without a warant or court order?
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Char iv - 3:

In a democrcy, people can move freely, and idea are exchanged freely.

Are you allowed to travel to any par of the countr?

Have you observed free exchange of ideas?

Has anyone been prevented from sharng his ideas with others?

Have people been told toshut up, not to say certain things?

Have people been arested because of what they said?

Make sure you distinguish whether people were arested because of criminal offences
- or because of their opinions and political paricipation.

Remember: It is your right to exchange ideas freely, in the same way as you exchange
goods in the market. Nobody may prevent you from holding any idea, and
expressing it, -as long as you do not violate the rights of others.



Char IV - 4:
The right of opposition is part of democratie culture.

Do you have the right to go into a different direction from the majority?
Has there been any interferenee with individual opinions, if they went counter to the majority?

Is there an opposition candidate in your constituency? Is he or she accepted, tolerated, free
to campaign?

Do people understand, accept the role of opposition? Are people harassed because they are
suspected of supportng an opposition candidate?

Many votes make a strong government.
Also astrong opposition?

Is that good or bad?
What should a leader do if he is running in an election bud does not win aseat?

- Work through rus pary for the interests of rus voters?
Recruit fighters and go to the bush?
Convince the voters of rus good political judgement, so he wil be elected next time?

Remember: A strong opposition strengthens a good democratie government.



Char iv - 5:

Nobody shall be harrassed or imprisoned because of his (her) opinions.

Have you heard of anybody being harassed for his opinion? Why??

Have you seen it? Can you verify why?

Are acusations correct? Are they verifyable?

Have you tried to solve the problem?

Are you sure they have not commtted a criminal offence?



Char IV - 6:
It is ilegal to buy votes through payment, bribery or other pressure.

Is there any intimidation? Is there any offer of payment for votes?

Have people been ordered to vote for one cadidate?

Has anyone been offered money - food - fertilizer for their votes?

Is there any indication of ballots being smuggled into the bal lot box?
Is there any indication of other forms of ilegal rigging of the eIeetion?

Can it be documented? Are there witnesses?

If a candidate gave you a present, does that oblige you to vote for mm?

Remember: V otes are secret. Y ou have no obligation to vote for any parcular candidate
other than the one you consider best. Even if you received gifts, you don't
have to vote for mm, nor to tell him what you voted.



Char iv - 7:

Candidates must be given security. under their campaign.

Has any candidate been arested ?

Has any one been intimidated?

Has the police protected himler against threats?

During the campaign, candidates are protected against being arrested or

imprisoned, except if caught redhanded in a crime.



Char IV - 8:

Have all paries and candidates been free to campaign?

Has any candidate been prevented from campaigning, opening an office, talk.ng in public, or

from holding meetings or ralleys?

All candidates have equal rights to campaign.



Char iv - 9:

Women have equal and independent voting rights.

Women have not always enjoyed an independent voting right. In some democratie countries,
women had no voting right at al until recent ties. (In Switzerland, for example, women

got the right to vote only in 1971. How is it in Ethopia?)

Are women told by their husbands what to vote?

Are they free to choose which candidate they want to vote for?

Can women discuss with theIr husbands whichcandidate to eIeet? Can the spouses agree to
vote for the same candidate?

Does such an agreement bind them in their vote?

Remember: Women have a right to vote without their husband or
anyone else deciding for them.



Char iv - 10:

One man, one vote - and the right of seeret ballot.

Do people have the right to vote in secret?

Does the voting station have a place where people can mark their ballot without anybody
watching them?

Are you allowed to tell others what you voted?

Do you have to tell what you voted if soneone asks you?

Does every person only have one vote?

if somebody is watching you while you mark your ballot, what can you do?

Remember: Y ou are free to decide on your own, and need not tell anybody what you
voted.
Every person has an equal vote.



Char iv - 11:

The proeess of voting:

Coming into the voting station

Comparng the voter registration card with the registration book

Signing the registration book

Checking the fingers and marking the finger with indelible ink

Receiving the ballot paper(s)

Marking the ballot paper in a secluded place without being watched

Putting the ballot into the ballot box

Passing the elders who watch the elections on the way
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UNIVERSAL DECLARA TION OF HUMAN RIGHTS

of the.

UNITD NATIONS

Adapted as a Teaching Programe

for the ECUMENICAL TRAIING INITIATlVE FOR DEMOCRACY
in cooperation with INTER AFCA GROUP, ABuGiDa,
AD HOC PEACE COMMmEE and other civic groups in Ethiopia

This Universal Declaration of Human Rights has been ratified by the Ethiopian
Government, and is embedded in the Ethiopian Constitution as an integral part of
Ethiopian law.

"Eneweyay" (Lets discuss)

Ecumenical Training Inititative for Democracy

the
UNIVERSAL DECLARA TION
OF HUMAN RIGHTS

of the UNITED NATIONS

Adapted as a teaching låt
for trainers in democratic principles and practice



Preface

All human beings are born with equal and inalienable rights and fundamental freedoms.
The United Nations is committed to upholding, promoting and protecting the human rights
of every individual. This commitment stems from the United Nations Charter, which
reaffirms the faith of the peoples of the world in fundamental "human rights and in the
dignit and worth of the human person.

In the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the United Nations has stated in clear and
simple terms the rights which belong equally to every person.
These rights belong to you.
They are your rights.
Familiarize yourself with them. Help to promote and defend them for yourself as well as
for your fellow human beings.

Questions:
Are the Human Rights also a ruling law in Ethiopia?
Should Ethiopian policemen respect and protect these rights as your rights?
Should an Ethiopian judge guarantee these rights for you?
Do these rights apply to Ethiopian citizens?
Do they apply also to non-Ethiopians? Also to refugees?
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UNIVERSAL DECLARATION
OF HUMAN RIGHTS

Preamble

Whereas recognition of the inherent dignity and of the equal and inalienable rights of all
members of the human family is the foundtin of freedom, justie and peace in the world,
Whereas disregard and contempt for human rights have resulted in barbarous acts which
have outraged the conscience of mankind-, and the advent of a world in which human
beings shall enjoy freedom of speech and belief and freedom from fear and want has been
proclaimed as the highest aspiratin of the common people,

Whereas it is essentil, if man is not to be compelled to have recourse, as a last resort,
to rebellion againsttyranny and oppression, that human rights should be protected by the
rule of law,

Whereas it is essentil to pro mote the development of frendly relations between nations,

Whereas the peoples of the United Natins have in the Charter reaffirmed their faith in
the fundamental human rights, in the dignit and worth of the human person and in the
equal rights of men and women and have determined to promote social progress and better
standards of life in larger freedom,

Whereas member states have pledged themselves to achieve, in co-operation with the
United Nations, the promotin of universal respect for and observance of human rights and
fundamental freedoms,
Whereas a common understanding of these rights and freedoms is of the greatest
importance for the full realisation of this pledge,

Now, Therefore,
The General Assembly

proclaims
This Universal Declaration

of Human Rights

as a common standard of achievement for all peoples and all nations, to the end that every
individual and every organ of society, keeping this declaration constantly in mind, shall
strve by teaching and education to promote respect for these rights and freedoms and by
progressive measures, national and international, to secure their universal and effective
recogniton and observance, both among the peoples of Member States themselves and
among the peoples of terrtories under their juridiction.



Article L

All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights. They are endowed with
reason and conscience and should act towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood.

Questions:

Are even the fuga, faqi, blacksmiths etc. equal?
Is a woman just as free as a man?
Does a child have equal rights?
Is everybody responsible for his or her actions? Why?
Do you have an obligation to rescue somebody who is in danger of being attacked by others?
Even if you do not know him??
If someone is known as a dull person, can you just exc1ude him from discussions?
Can you exc1ude him from voting, from paricipating in cultural events?

1



Article 2

Everyone is entitled to all the rights and freedoms set forth in this declaration, without
distinction of any kind, such as race, colour, sex, language, religion,. politcal or other
opinion, national or socuzl origin, propert, birth or other status.

Furthermore, no distinction shall be mae on the basis of the political, jurisdictional ot
international status of the countr or terrory to which a person belongs, whether it be
independent, trust, non-selfgoverning or under any other limitation of sovereignty.

Questions:

Are white people having the same rights as black people?
Do Moslems have the same rights as Christians? Why is Moslem religious law different from
Christian traditional practice?
Do women have the same rights as men? Which rights are different for women and men?
Why?
Do elever people have more rights than stupid ones?
Are rich people and poor people equal? Does the law protect them equally?
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Article 3

Everyone has the right to life, libert and security of person.

Questions:

Can dangerous people be imprisoned, even if they have not yet commtted a crime?
Can you beat a thief to death?
When can a person' s life be taken:
By court? By individuals? By the Government? By the community?
By the militar? The police?

3



Article 4

No one shall be held in slavery or servitue; slavery and the slave trade shall be prohibited
in all their ¡orms.

Questions:

Have you ever heard of people being sold as slaves?
Have you heard of Ethopian girls being sent to other countres for work?
Are there any people who are not allowed to decide for themselves about their work and their
lives?
How do you distinguish a slave from an employed person?
If your neighbour can not pay back his debt to you, can he be forced to work for you?

4



Article 5

No one shall be subjected to tortre. or to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or
.punishment.

Questions:

Can the police use force to arest somebody?
Under what conditions can the police use force?
Is the police allowed to beat up a prisoner?
if he does not adrnt his guilt, can the police force him to confess? How??
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Article 6

Everyone has the right to recognitin everywhere as a person before the law.

Questions:

Is a Ghanean supposed to be treated equally as an Ethiopian citizen?
Also if he is brought to court in Ethiopia?
Does an Ethiopian court have the right to indict a person who is not Ethiopian citizen?
Does a foreigner have the right to break Ethopian law?
Is a person suspected of having broken the law, entitled to be treated with respect, equally?
if a court can not with absolute certainty establish whether a person has stolen an or and sold
it, or not, what should be done? Is it better he is punished even if he may possibly be
innocent - or that he goes free and still may be guilty?
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Article 7

All are equal before the law and are entiled without any discriminatin to equal protection
of the law. All are entitled to equal protection against any discrimination in violation of

this Declaration and against any incitement to such discrimination.

Questions:

Does the law protect people who tr to chase a man from a different area from their vilage?
Does the law protect you if you chase a neighbour who is a fuga away from his house?
Can the Afar government give a job to an Mari in preference over a Gurage living in Afar
and being better qualified?
Could a woman ask for the protection of the police if her husband is beating her severely?



Article 8

Everyøne has the right tø an effective remedy by the cømpetent natiønal trbunals før acts
viølating the fundamental rights granted him by the cønstition ør by .law.

Questions:

Can you win your case in court if you are poor?
Can you win in court against a rich man?
Can you succeed even if you have no formal training or education?
Can you complain to a court against a policeman who has beating or torturing you while in
custody?
Should an Afar girl be given preference over an Amara boy with slightly better grades when
entering university?
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Article 9

No one shall be subjected to arbitary arrest, detentin or exile.

Questions:

Can you be arrested because your donkey was eating the neighbour' steff?
if you refuse to pay your debt, can you be arested?
Can a person be arested for refusing to work for another one?
In case you are arested and feel it is without proper reason, can the court help you? What
can you do to attraet the attention of a judge to your imprisonment?
Can you demand the police to bring you to a court?
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Article 10

Everyone is entiled in full equalit to a fair and public hearing by an independent and
impartil trbunal,. in the determination of his rights and obligations and ofany criminal
charge against him.

Questions:

If you have been caught and arested for a crime, do you have the right to get someone to
defend you in court?
if you have been arested by police for a serious crime, can you demand to be taken to a
court?
Does the law protect a criminal?
How do you know that someone who has been arested and is suspected of a crime, is guilty
of having commtted that crime?



Article 11

(1) Everyone charged with apenal offenee has the right to be presumed innocent until
proved guilty according to law in a public trl at which he has had all the guarantees

necessary for his defence.

(2) No one shall be held guilty of any penal offenee on account of any act or omission
which did not constitute apenal offence, under national or international.law, at the time
when it was committed. Nor shall a heavier penalty be iinposed than the one that was
applicable at the time the penal offenee was committed.B

Questions:
Can a person be treated as a criminal, just because he has been arested?
What can you do if you belIeve your neighbour has stolen and slaughtered your cow?
Beat him up? Tell everybody he is a thief?
Go to his house to look for the meat? Go to the police?
Go to the court and complain?
Should you be treated badly by the police, ifyou were known byeverybody to be a criminal?
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Article 12

No one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference with his privacy, family, home or
correspondence, nor to attcks upon his honour. and reputatin. Everyone has the right

to the protection of the law against such interference or attacks.

Questions:

Can you enter into other people' s house against their wil?
Does your "freedom of speeeh" protect you if you insult your neighbour?
If your neighbour insults you seriously, what can you do?
Go to the court? Go to the police? Retaliate? Go to the shimagele for reconciliation?
Have friends intervene? Forget and forgive?



Article 13

(1) Everyone has the right to freedom of movement and residence within the borders of
each State.

(2) Everyone has the right to leave any countr, including kis own, and to return to his
countr.

Questions:

if you belong to Oromo region, but are offered a job in Arnara region, are you allowed to
build a house there?
Can the police prevent you from travellng from one region to another?
Suppose your relatives living in Kenya iDvite you to visit them, and send you a ticket. Can
the Immgration authorities prevent you from travellng out of the country and back? For
what reasons can they stop you at the border or the airport?
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Article 14

(1) Everyone has the right to seek and to enjoy in other countres asylum from
persecution.

(2) This right may not be invoked in the case of prosecutions genuinely ariing from non-
politial crimes-or from acts contrary to the purposes and principles of the United Nations.

Questions:

Does a Sudanese have the right to live safely in Ethiopia?
if the soldiers in Sudan want to arest him, can he be safe in Ethiopia?
If a Somali refugee gets into a quarel with an Ethiopian, shall he be sent back to Somalia?
Even if he might be in danger of being killed there?
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Article 15

(1) EveryDne has the right to. a natinality.

(2) No. Dne shall be arbitarily deprived Df his natinalit nDr denied. the right to. change

his natiDnalit.

Questions:

Which state are you a citizen of?
Can you get apassport if you want one?
Can you leave the country without apassport?
Can the State withdraw your citizenship and ask you to leave the country? Deport you?
What are your rights and duties as a citizen of a certain countr?
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Article 16

(1) Men and women offull age, without any limitation due to race, nationalit or religion,
have the right to marr and to found a family. They are entitled to equal rights as to
marrige, during marrge and at its dissolution.

(2) Marrige shall be entered into only with the free and full consent of the intending
spouses.

(3) The family is the natural and fundamental group unit of society and is entitled to
protection by society and the State.

Questions:

How old should a couple be before they can get mared?
If a girl does not want to mar the man her parents have agreed with, who decides on the
mariage: The parents? The girl? The elders? The court?
Has the girl a right to refuse bein g maried to a paricular man?
According to internationallaw, what is the minimum age for mariage?
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Article 17

(1) Everyone has the right to own property aloneas well as in association with others.

(2) No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his propert.

Questions:

Can a woman have her own property?
if she is mared? if she is divorced? - if she is unmared?
Can anyone open a bank account? Also a fuga? A woman? A peasant? A 12 year old girl?
Can the community take your land?
Under what conditions can your land be taken away? Do you have the right to get
compensation if your land or other property is needed for communal purposes?
Do you know people owning property in association? Is it good or bad?
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Article 18

Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion; this right includes
freedom to change. his religion or belief, andfreedom, either aloneor in community with
others and in public or private, to manifest his religion or belief in teàching, practice,
worship and observance.

Questions:

Do you have the right to change your religion?
Are all religions equal?
Can you decide on the religion of your children?
Can you decide on your wife' s religion?
If your wife is converting to another religion, can you prevent her?
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Article 19

Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression; this right includes freedom
. to hold opinions without interference and to seek, receive and impart information and ideas

through any media and regardless of frontiers.

Questions:

Do you allow your wife to hold her own opinions about female circumcision?
If somebody says he does not accept youropinion, is he a betrayer? A fool? No more your
friend?
Can you impose your opinion on land distribution on others? On your wife? Your relatives?
y our servants ?

Can a woman in sist on having political preferences different from her hus band ' s?
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ArticIe 20

(1) Everyone has the right to freedom of peaceful assembly and association.

(2) No one may be compelled to belong to an associatin.

Questions:

Should everybody be allowed to go to a peaceful assembly?
Can you be punished if you paricipate in a demonstration?
Can the community compel you to belong to a mahber? An edir? A debo?
Can the community exc1ude you from going to an assembly? Why?
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ArticIe 21

(1) Everyone has the right to taker part in the government of his countr, directly or
through freely chosen representatives.

(2) Everyone has the right of equal access to public service in his countr.

(3) The will of the people shall be the basis of the authori of government; this will shall
be expressed in periodic and genuine electins which shall be by universal and equal
suffrage and shall be held by secret vote or by equivalent free voting procedures.

Questions:

How can you use your right to take par in government?
Through election? Through speech, writing in papers,- through questioning your
representatives?
What would you wish to tell the Government if you were given a day to meet the Prime
Minister?
Do you have the right to criticise your leaders? Do you have the power to do so?
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Article 22

Everyone, as a member of society, has the right to social securi and is entitled to
realization, through national effort and international co-operatin and in accordance with
the organization and resources of each State, of the economu;, social and cultural rights
indispensable for his dignity and the free development of his personalit.

Questions:

Are old people who are too weak to work, a burden on society?
Should they be provided with food and shelter?
In Europe they have a saying: He who does not work, shall not eat either. Is that a wise
saying?
Should the State provide for the old and the sick? Jf not, who should give them what they
need? The community? Neighbours? Their children? What if they have no children?
Should healthy people be allowed to beg?
Should the State provide for those who can not work?
Where should the resources come from?
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Article 23

(1) Everyone has the right to work, to free choice of employment, to just and favourable
conditions of work and to protection against unemployment.

(2) Everyone, without any discrimination,has the right to equal pay for equal work.

(3) Everyone who works has the right to just and favourable remuneratin ensuring for
himself and his family an existence worthy of human dignity, and supplemented, if
necessary, by other means of social protection.

(4) Everyone has the right to form and to join trade unions for the protection of his
interests.

Questions:
What do you need to feed yourself and your famly with your own work?
Access to land? A job? Oxen? Seeds?
Can human beings live without working?
What should be done so everybody can work and is able to feed himself and a family?
Can the State supply jobs to all the jobless?
If you have a paid job, what is a fair payment?
Do you have any influence on your salar? What can you do to influence it?
Who represents your interests as a worker? How?
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Article 24

Everyone has the right to rest and leisure, including reasonable limitatin ofworking hours
and peridic holuJys with pay.

Questions:

If you work hard, do you have a need for res ting?
Do the women have time for a rest in between? Should they have a rest?
What could be done to give women time for some rest in between?
if you have a paid job, do you get free days paid?
Can you ask for holidays if you need some rest?
Can you get free time with payment when your sister is gettng mared?
Should people be allowed time during working hours to go to funerals? How often?
Is there maternity leave with payment for women?
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Artic1e 25

(1) Everyone has the right to a standard of living adequate for the health and well-being
of himself and of his family, ineluding food, elothing, housing and medical care and nec es-
sary social services, and the right to security in the event of unemployment, sickness, disabi-
lity, widowhood, old age or other lack of livelihood in circumstances beyond his control.

(2) Motherhood and childhood are entitled to special care and assistance. All children;
whether born in or out of wedlock, shall enjoy the same protection.

Questions:

What do people need to live areasonable life?
Food? Health? A house? Clothes? Education? MediCal help in case of sickness?
Do all people have access to all that?
Do all people have a right to all that?
Who can give them such rights? Who can provide it?
Has the State resources to give all that? Where can they be taken from?
If people wilfully destroy values and resources, are they violating your rights? Even if it is
not your property that is destroyed?
Is a child born to an unmaried mother as important and loved as one of a maried couple?
Is it his fault that the mother was not maried?
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Article 26

(1) Everyone has the right to educatin. Education shall be free, at least in the elementary
and fundamental stages. Elementary education shall be compulsory. Technical and
professional education shall be made generally available and higher education shall be
equally accessible to all on the basis of merit.
(2) Education shall be directed to the full development of the human personality and to
the strengthening of respect for human rights andfundamental freedoms. It shall promote
understanding, tolerance and frendship among all natins, racuil or religious groups, and
shall further the activites of the United Nations for the maintenance of peace.
(3) rents have a prior right to choose the kind of education that shall be given to their

children.

Questions:
Does every child have the right to go to school?
Does every child have the duty to go to school?
Why are there so many iliterate people?
Can a teaeher refuse to have your child in rus c1ass?
For what reasons: Because you can not pay? Because he disturbs the others? Because he
beats the others? Does a child who disturbs the c1ass so the others can not learn, violate
their right to education?
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Article 27

(1) Everyone has the right freely to partiipate in the cultrallife of the community, to

enjoy the arts and to share in scientifi advancement and its benefits.

(2) Everyone has the right to the protectin of the moral and "materii interests resulting
from any scientifi, literary or artti production of which he is the author.

Questions:

Can the communityexclude some of its members from dances and celebrations and music?
For what reasons can you be excluded?

if you disturb the pedormers? if you misbehaved? if one of them does not like you? If one
of them says you are not singing well?
Can you be denied to practice your culture because it is primitive?
Should you be allowed to throw the head of a sheep into the river for cultural reasons?
What is culture? Are you exc1uded from your community's culture?

Is it good to have different culture? Why?
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Article 28

Everyone is entiled to a social and international order in which the rights and freedoms
set forth in this Declaration can be fully realized.

Questions:

Do all people in this world enjoy all human rights and freedoms? Why not?? Because of
poverty? Wars? Dictatorship? Quarellng? Squandering of resources? Bad weather?

What should be done to achieve the Human Rights for all people in the world?
What can you contribute to makng the Human Rights a reality for all?
Intervene if people intend to solve their problems through violence? Stop people from
squandering resources? Contradiet anybody who advocates violence? Work for
reconcilation? Help each other??
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ArticIe 29

(1) Everyone has duties to the community in which alone the free and full development

of his personality is possible.

(2) In the exercise of his rights and freedoms, everyone shall be subject only to such

limitations as are determined by law solely for the purpose of securing due recognition and
respect for the rights and freedoms of others and of meeting the just requirements of
morality, public order and the general welfare in a democrati society.

(3) These rights and freedoms rny in no case be exercised contrary to the purposes and
principles of the United Nations.

Questions:

What can the community do if some persons do not want to take their responsibilities?
Very of ten the rights of one person may get at the expense of another. What can be done to
serve both?
Can the community restrict your rights? .

Under what conditions can the community limit your basic rights?
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Article 30

. Nothing in this Declaration rny be interpreted asimplying for any State, group or person
any right to engage in any activity or to perform any act aimed at the destruetion of any
of the rights and freedoms set forth herein.

Questions:

Can your community give your land to alimat project for developing a modern far?
Can the community take your land for a dam to have water all the year? Under what
conditions?
Do you have the right to cut firewood in a community forest? Can the community restrict
that right?
Do you have a right to dean water?
Do you have the right to take your cows into the river for drnking? Even if the river is used
for fetching drinking water for other famlies?
How can conflcts about rights be solved?
Can you demand your right if it implies the violation of other people's rights?
What can be done to solve conflcts between your rights and those of others?
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